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PETER J. KNIGHTON
(Restorations)

SPECIALIST RESTORER OF PLAYER PIANOS,

REPRODUCING PIANOS, ORCHESTRIONS, Etc.
(Casework and French polishing included)

NEW COII{OLA STYLE PIAI{O ORCHESTRIOI{S,

PLAYING "O' OR "G" ROLLS

BUILT TO SPECIAL ORDER

We presently have the tollowing instruments for
sale:
1. Weber Unika cafe piano orchestrion with 30

music rolls (Encyclopedia p. 626 top
left) ........... . e4,900

2. "Reproduco" theatre piano/pipe organ
(believed the only one in the British lsles).
Many music rolls (Encyclopedia p. 548
and 9) ........ e5,600

3. Steinway Welte Vertigrand Reproducing
piano with 20 red rolls (Encyclopedia
p.334) ....... €1,800

4. Welte Vorsetzer Electric Reproducing Push-
up with 20 red rolls (Encyclopedia
p.332) .......... €950

Additional red Wefte rolls available
for purchase to buyers of Welte instruments.

5. Aeolian Orchestrelle, Model V with electric
blower and many music rolls (Encyclopedia
p.nq ....... e1,500

6. Arburo (Wilro) Belgian Dance Organ with
visible percussion, accordion and orna-
mental saxophone, coloured lighting
changes, coin box (accepts 5p), original in all
ways, including large reciprocating pump,
nine registers, over 180 wood pipes. Sixty
mainly four-tune rolls .......... e7,3S0

7. Weber Grandezza rolls-wish to acquire
Popper rolls in exchange.

FOR FURTHER DETAILS OR TO DISCUSS
YOUR RESTORATION REQUIREMENTS

CONTACT US AT

1 ASHFIELD AVENUE,
WHICKHAM,

NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE
Telephone 0632 887251

IT'S A BARGAIN !

Do you realise that to communicate with all
our members by post in the same way as

Music Box is despatched, would cost you
over f150 plus cost of paper, envelopes and

time?

Yet for as little as fl you can insert a
classified advertisement and for only f15 a

quarter page display?

Income from advertisements is an important
contribution towards the high cost of print-
ing and distributing this journal, the support
given by our regular advertisers is especially
appreciated, and it is hoped all members
will, whenever possible, utilise the services

they offer.
The cost of advertising is considerably less
than that charged by similar specialised
journals, so if you have something to offer or
wish to buy, why not take space in the Spring

and subsequent editions?

Full details regarding classified advertising is
given at the top of that section in all editions,
display rates are quoted below and further
details including discount available for a

series of display advertisements will be
gladly supplied by the Hon Advertisement
Manager, Arthur Heap, "Rivelswayt',
7 Victoria Crescent, Queens Park, Chester,

CH4 7AX. Telephone 02446fl5D1^.

DISPLAY ADVERTISBMENT RATES

Special positions (offered as available).
Outside back cover in two colours-

Full page f70
Inside covers-Full page f55
Positions inside j ournal:
Full page f45
Half page i.............. f25
Quarter page f15
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OUR PRESIDENT'S CHRISTMAS MESSAGE
CHRISTMAS is a time for celebra-
tion, for giving thanks.

The objects of our Society direct
us "to encourage the preservation of
. . . instruments wherever possible".

In this we have succeeded beyond
the most optimistic expectations of
our founders. When our Society was
formed, musical boxes were rela-
tively inexpensive curiosities which,
if they did not work, were liable to
be thrown away. The increase in
their value in monetary terms over
the period of the Society's existence
is incredible. This has partially been
caused by the tremendous advance
in restoration techniques, so that
practically anything can now be
restored, coupled with a more
general knowledge that they are
worthy of restoration and presewa-
tion following the greater apprecia-
tion and recognition of their intrinsic
merits disseminated by the Society
and its members.

One has only to read the early
volumes of the Journal to realise
forcefully how comparatively little
was known by the collecting frater-
nity in our formative years and how
much historical, theoretical and
practical knowledge has since been
researched and shared bv our
members.

The other part of the paragraph
defining our objects exhorts us "to
try to gather together those who
collect or appreciate musical boxes
and other forms of mechanical
musical instruments". This aspect of
our activities has been no less
rewarding.

Our Society is deservedly known
as a friendly Society. That differ-
ences of opinion occasionally occur
between members is inevitable, but
these are exceptional. Many
societies of similar type seem con-
tinually torn apart by disagreements
and conflict. We are fortunate in not
having this reputation. From the
number of changes on the Com-
mittee over the past two years it
might seem that we too have had
problems and it must be a disap-
pointment to the seekers after sen-
sationalism and scandal to know that
these resignations from office have
largely been the result of inability to
cope with the work-load through the
pressure of other commitments.

JON GRESHAM

President

and

Chairman of the Committee

I have found the most rewarding
aspect of my membership of our
Society the enormous number of
friends I have made, people of
widely differing backgrounds and
contrasting personalities brought
together by a common interest. So
many of those I now count amongst
my best friends I would never have
met, without the Society. Those
members with views other than my
own, I respect, and I must admitthat
there are some whose conduct I
occasionally view with misgivings
whom I like immensely as people.

We are, after all, like a large
family and nothing has impressed
this upon me more forcefully in the
past year than having had the oppor-
tunity of meeting so many of our
American members, whose warmth
and friendliness is so overwhelming.

Christmas is, essentially, a family
time. If I could be granted a Christ-
mas wish it would be to hope that
each and every one of our family of
members should receive the
pleasure and satisfaction that has
been mine from friendships formed
through our Society.

JON GRESHAM.
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If the Journal reaches you in time,
remember the Christmas Meet-
ing. . .

SATURDAY. DECEMBER 12.

Anthony Bulleid is one of the
speakers.
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OF STOP-WORK
by Robert Burnett

THE first mechanical clocks are
believed to have been made towards
the end of the 13th century and they
had verge escapements. This escape-
ment has great advantages in being
robust and easy to make and adjust.
As a result, it was in common use,
especially in watches, right up to the
end of the L9th century, having been
made continuously for six centuries.

The main disadvantage of the
verge is its sensitivity to variations in
driving force and special means have
to be used to even out the pull ofthe
spring between when it is fully
wound and nearly run down. The
most successful and widely used
device is the fusee and chain-
Figure 1. The spring is contained in
the cylindrical barrel A round the
outside of which a chain B is wound
and this transfers the pull of the
spring to the fusee C. The fusee has
on its outer surface a helical groove
of gradually decreasing diameter
into which the chain fits. Thus as the
spring is wound from the spring
barrel onto the fusee. the diameter
of the fusee decreases and the
increasing pull of the spring is com-
pensated for by the decreasing
diameter on which the chain acts.

The more complicated singing
bird-boxes with the bird moving its
head on its body as made by
Bruguier, Frdres Rochat and others
contain fusees. So do a few very
early musical boxes in which the
comb is made in sections of a few
teeth at a time.

Maltese Cross Stop-Work
As better escapements were

developed which superseded the
verge, there was no longer so much
need for the fusee, though it was still
retained in some watches of the
highest quality. More frequently
stop-work was used, that is a device
to prevent further winding of the
spring sometime before it is fully
wound and to prevent further
unwinding sometime before the
spring is fully run down. The most
widely used form of stop-work is the
Maltese Cross and nearly all musical

boxes have (or had when new) stop-
work of this type fitted on the face of
the spring barrel facing the comb.

In Figure 2, A is the spring barrel
and B is the arbour to which the
inner end of the spring is attached.
As shown in the figure, it is turned
anti-clockwise when the box is
wound. In the position shown
further winding will cause the
shoulder C of the central piece to
meet the point D on the Maltese
Cross. This will prevent further
winding although the spring may

well be well short of being fully
wound. As the movement runs
down, the spring barrel will turn
anti-clockwise with the central piece
at rest and each time the Maltese
Cross comes past the finger on the
central piece, the Maltese Cross will
be turned round by one section until
further rotation is prevented in the
same way as further winding was
prevented. This is normally set to
occur sometime before the spring is
fullv run down.

Figure 1.
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It is frequently said that the object
of stop-work is to prevent overwind-
ing of the spring. It does, of course,
do this, but I would say that the use
of excessive force will break the
stop-work a good deal more easily
than it will break the spring itself.
So, having regard to the purpose of
stop-work in time pieces, I conclude
that its major object in musical
boxes is to secure a reasonably
steady rate of playing throughout
the operating range.

A Rare Form of Stop-Work
I come now to the originat

purpose of this note which is to
describe a very rare form of stop-
work fitted to a singing bird-box that
I have recently overhauled.

In Figure 3, A is the spring barrel.
Attached to its inner wall is a piece
of spring steel B about 3mm wide.
This has a short steel pin C attached
to its free end and there is a small
hole in the springbarrel wall through
which the pin C can project. When
the spring is fully wound, as shown in
the figure, the pin C doesnot project
beyond the wall of the barrel. As the
box runs down, the mainspring
unwinds from the central arbour and
moves towards the outside of the
barrel until it meets the piece B and
pushes it against the barrel wall. This
causes the pin C to project through
the barrel wall and as it comes
round, it meets the part D, also
made of springy steel, and pushes it
away from the spring barrel so that
the point E makes contact with the
fan, or air govenor, F, and stops the
movement.

This stop-work is unusual in that it
acts in one direction only, that is it
prevents the movement from
operating well before the spring is
run down, but it has no effect at the
other end of the spring's range and
allows the spring to be wound fully.
This must be accounted a dis-
advantage. The position of the pin C
relative to the mechanism control-
ling the bird is such that the stop-
work only comes into effect
immediately after the bird has gone
down at the end ofthe song. It can-
not stop the movement in the middle
of the song as would normally
happen with Maltese Cross type
stop-work. This I would say is a con-
siderable advantage. However, if
one doesn't know that this type of
stop-work is fitted, its effect can be
rather disturbing because the bird

Figure 2.

Figure 3.

@Robert Burnett, 1981.

can finish one song at a speed indi- off again, it will not work at all. One
cating that it is still far from run maybeledtosuspectthatsomething
down, but when one seeks to set it has gone seriously wrong!
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HELPING TFIE
SMALL-BI.]SINESS MAN

IF MUSIC BE THE FOOD OF LOVE . .

MICHAEL HEALE, maker of
historical musical instruments. has
one of those small businesses that
evokes the more beautiful and
artistic side of life.

Originally apprenticed in 1952 to
Arnold Dolmetsch Ltd, he spent five
long years learning all there was to
know about making keyboard
instruments. After completing his
apprenticeship in England, he
decided to further his studies of
musical instrument making in West
Germany and spent some time with
Martin Sassmann.

ln1962, Michael Heale decided to
set up his own business in Guildford,
Surrey, first making early
keyboard instruments such as
virginals, spinets and harpsichords,
then later, he started to specialise in
making early stringed instruments,
especially the Viola da Gamba
family, which includes the Pardessus
da Viole, the Treble Viol, Alto Viol.
Tenor Viol, Lyra Viol, Bass Viol
(Consort Bass) six or seven strings,
the Baryton, Viola d'amore and
Lute. Each instrument made bv
Michael Heale takes about two to
three weeks to produce-from the
initial cutting out of the instrument
to the final intricate detail of hand-
carving-which gives each instru-
ment its own individual stamp. All
the Viol designs, produced by Heale
are taken from antique examples,
especially from those produced by
the English maker, Barak Norman,
who made instruments of excep-
tional tone and quality during the
period 1688 - 1740.

Since starting his business 20 years
ago, Michael Heale's reputation for
making these early musical instru-
ments has spread far and wide-
especially to America, where
musicians of private and profes-
sional status, together with colleges
of music and universities, from New
York to Ohio and Chicago, have
been thoroughly delighted with the
viols they have received from
Michael Heale.

In his upstairs workshop in
Guildford, early musical instru-
ments hang from all corners. Some
are new and are in the process of
beng turned from a plain piece of
pine or maple (the traditional
materials for making viols) into
exquisite instruments which, when
played, hauntingly recall to mind the
great composers of past era's. Some
of the instruments hanging in his
workroom are very old and have

already seen many years of dedi-
cated musical playing, but like any-
thing else, at some time they need to
be restored back to their former
glory-a job which he will also care-
fully undertake, on instruments that
sometimes date as far back as 1650.

For business information
(COSIRA) see page 152.
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RECOLLECTIONS
by C de Vere Green, trI)S, RCSEng, DDSToronto, FACD' nCD

IT WAS in L9L2 when I was but
three years old that my father
bought me my first musical box
which I still have. It is a Bremond
box playing musical notes on steel
teeth, an organ, bells, drum and cas-
tanet.

I well recall that as a small boy,
how it was played to me on Sundays
and other special occasions until I
was old enough to wind it up and
turn it on myself. ln19?:6 it stopped
working but I still would not part
with it and even after I was married
my silent musical box came with me
and then went into store with our
other furniture whilst I was in the
Army.

In 1960 I was in New York where
in a bookshop I saw and purchased a
book. Music Boxes, Their Lore and
Ltre", by Helen and John Hoke.

When back home I was fascinated
by the record which this book con-
tained and in the book was a list of
musical box repairers with only one
name in England, J E T Clark. In
spite of his having changed his
address I managed to find him and
happily he restored my musical box
which for more than thirty-five years
had been silent. These musical boxes
enthralled me and I started my
collection. One day Mr Clark told
me that he had been approached by
The Musical Box Society Inter-
national to organize a branch of that
society in England, and he told me
that he was too old to undertake
such a task. I thought it a good idea
but wondered if it not might be
better to found our own society, so I
invited 30 musical box enthusiasts,
whose names had been given me by
Mr Clark, to tea one Saturday after-
noon. Twenty-eight turned up and
thus was founded The Musical Box
Society of Great Britain whose
membership has now passed 1,500.

My hobby and my collection grew
and a few years passed. Whilst I was
still the secretary of the MBSoGB I
was invited by Messn Phillips to
stage an exhibition with a few other
collectors in Holland at Eindhoven.
Messrs Phillips made a fabulous dis-

play and it proved a great success. At
a later date they held an exhibition
of some of my wife's fan collection.

Then five years ago I decided to
retire from my profession and to
move out of our 17-room house in
Wimpole Street to a small cottage in
the country.

What to do with my collection pre-
sented a great problem. I gave a few
boxes to members of the family but
apart from my collection of small

musical snuff boxes it still left over
200. I had noted what so often hap-
pens to collections which had been
donated or acquired by museums in
this country. In many instances only
a very few items were ever on display
and then often other_ltems from the
collection had to be requested on an
official form to view. This took some
considerable time after the applica-
tion had been made and then the
specimen appeared fromthe depths.
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And so I was so very happy to learn
about the Musical Box Museum in
Utrecht where most of my collection
of musical boxes is on permanent
display and so many of them are
played daily to so many visitors to
the museum.

Recently I was shown over the old
Military Hospital in Utrecht by Dr
Haspels where following certain
building alterations it is hoped, on
account of the extra space available,
it will be possible to show the whole
of my collection and to hear them
play. I hope I shall be able to attend
the opening ceremony.

In the meantime I am left with 15

or so of mv favourite musical boxes
and my hundred musical snuff
boxes. I hope I see the day when
they are all reunited as one family.

@Cyril de Vere Green,

1981

The Development Commission which helped
Michael Heale was the "Council for Small Industries in
Rural Areas' - COSIRA.

Information

Some MBSGB country members
run their own businesses and infor-
mation about COSIRA, the organi-
sation which helped Michael Heale,
might be useful.

COSIRA is the main agent of the
Development Commission whose
prime objective is to regenerate the
rural areas of England. Businesses
employing up to 20 skilled workers
(no limit to unskilled) in rural areas
or centres of population under
10,000 are eligible. The idea is to
promote village industries, reduce
the need to commute, and open up
local opportunities for those who
cannot travel far. Advice ranges
from business management and

accountancy to engineering, wood-
working and plastics.

In Wales the Welsh Development
Agency address is: Treforest
Industrial Estate, Pontypridd CF37,
Mid Galmorgan.

The Scottish Development
Agency is at 102 Telford Road,
Edinburgh, EN4 2NP.

In Northern lreland the Local
Enterprise Development Unit is at
Lamont House, Purdys Lane, Mew-
townbreda, Belfast 8.

For would-be businessmen in
England the COSIRA address is:
141 Castle Street, Salisbury, Wilt-
shire, SP1 3TP. The purpose of
COSIRA is to promote prosperity in
rural England.

Belle Vue Box Repairs
Kent Road, Congresbury, Near Bristol. BS19 sBD.

Tel. STD (0934) Yatton 832220

\?
we specialize in the COMPLETE RESTORATION of CYLINDER MUSICAL

BoxES and also provide CYLINDER REPINNING and GovERNoR ovER-
HAUL services. Written Estimates are provided which must be agreed before

work starts.

Please note that we do not supply parts and cannot accept comb repair work

unless we are restoring the entire movement.

REPINNING from f9 per inch of cylinder length.

OVER 250 cylinders completed.

RESTORED ITEMS for Sale.
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"Also, Peter,
ich glaub'das
einfach nicht,
daB das Dein
neues Journal
sein soll...

... Horst Du
mir iiberhaupt
zrt...?"

"Mein Mann
hat seit gestern
Prokura!"

"Ach, dann griiBen
Sie ihn bitte
und wiinschen
Sie ihm gute
Besserung...!"

"Welches sind
die hoflichsten
Autofahrer?"

"Keine Ahnung".

"Die Geister-
fahrer! Sie
sind immer
sehr entgegen-
kommend!"

F,\
V

Festive Fun: Why is Musikwissenschaftliches Museum owner Peter Schuhknecht reading "llaytoy"?<speciallywith
a lovely blonde next to him! [Wanted . . . someone to translate German into English.-Ed.l
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MUSICAL BOX ODDMENTS
THE main purpose of these notes
about composers is to give a general
idea of their period and status and to
date their works heard on musical
boxes. So, in dealing with Sullivan I
face the paradox of ignoring the re-
doubtable Gilbert; but plenty of
excellent biographies are readily
available.

Sir Arthur Sullivan

Arthur Seymour Sullivan was
born in Lambeth in 1842 but soon
moved to Camberley when his father
became bandmaster at the Roval
Military College, Sandhurst. At ige
14 he won the Mendelssohn Scholar-
ship at the Royal Academy of Music
and this led to him spending three
years at the Conservatoryin kipzig.
Back in England in 1861, where
music composition was at a low ebb,
he embarked on a wide range of
successful compositions including a
collaboration with Tennyson, and he
took up a number of teaching and
conducting jobs, including the
Glasgow Orpheus Choir, Prom-
enade Concerts and the Leeds
Festival. He was also the first
director of the National Training
School, later re-titled Royal College
of Music.

He first collaborated with W S
Gilbert in 1871 and the pair
produced 14 operettas in the next 25
years despite periodic rows and
Sullivan's spells of chronic ill-health.
In 1878 their fourth, HMS Pinafore,
had a slow start but. after Sullivan
played selections from it at the
Covent Garden Promenade Con-
certs, it took off in a big way and dur-
ing 1879 there were five pirated
versions running in New York.
Sullivan's earnings for the year 1880
totalled f9988, of which about f6000
came from Pinafore and the Pirates.

Sullivan was lionized by society
and universally liked. He was
knighted in 1883. Naturally he felt a
bit irked that his fame rested mainlv
on less serious music; his one grand
opera, Ivanhoe, was only a semi-
success. Queen Victoria had urged
him to compose a grand opera but
for a command performance at

ByHAVBulleid
Windsor Castle in 1891 she chose
The Gondoliers. His last works were
a song in collaboration with Kipling,
The Absent-minded Beggar
(Polyphon 2627,10133, 50063) and
The Emerald Isle which was com-
pleted in 1901 by Edward German,
hence the two composers shown
against the Polyphon ieries L0347 to
10351 and 50 426 to 50430. He died in
1900 and was honoured with a state
funeral in St Paul's Cathedral.

I have listed the Sullivan works
most commonly heard on musical
boxes in date order. Airs from Pina-
fore seem to turn up
quently, perhaps due
tremendous 1879 publicity.

Cox and Box
Onward Christian
Soldiers
The Lost Chord
HMS Pinafore
Pirates of Penzance
Patience
Iolanthe
The Mikado
Ruddigore
Yeomen of the Guard
The Gondoliers
Ivanhoe
Haddon Hall
The Grand Duke

1867

r872
r877
1878
1879
1881
1882
1885
1887
1888
1889
1891
t892
1896

Acoustics

Over the years I have heard many
comments on musical box acoustics.
ranging from the obvious to the
bizane and including so many con-
tradictions that I thought some
expert advice would be helpful.
Southampton University has an
Institute of Sound and Vibration
Research which has enjoyed high
prestige for many years and their
Professor of Acoustics is Professor P
E Doak who, besides knowing all
about this extensive subject, is a
keen pianist and a good explainer.
So I visited him with two typical
musical boxes, both with 13in cylin-
ders and one with drum and bells,
and I report as follows. . . .

To radiate an adequate volume of
sound a sounding board is necessary.
The classic example is the tuning
fork; you set it vibrating but it is

almost silent till the stem is pressed
on to a surface which it can set into
vibration so that strong pulses are
sent out into the air. Other typical
sounding Boards are found in the
violin, (whose body receives the
string vibrations via the bridge), and
in the piano.

The sound one hears from a
musical box depends on three
factors....

1. The energy applied by the
cylinderpins to the comb teeth.

2. The efficiency with which this
energy is converted into vibra-
tional energy of the sounding
board and, to a lesser extent, of
the bedplate.

3. The efficiency with which this
vibrational energy is converted
into radiated sound.

In a cylinder musical box the base
of the case is the sounding board
which receives its vibrational energy
mainly from the bedplate legs, or
from the blocks to which some later
movements are screwed.

Sound waves radiated bv the
sounding board emerge through the
clearances cut in the sides and ends
of early boxes and all around the feet
of later boxes. These sound waves
are enhanced by reflection ifthe box
stands on a reflecting surface (a
table) as opposed to an absorbing
surface (a carpet).

The transmission of the vibrations
to the sounding board depends on
the comb teeth being intimately
clamped to the bedplate, hence the
numerous securing screws. The
material of the bedplate is not sig-
nificant so long as it has a high
modulus of elasticity such as brass or
cast-iron.

Any loose component on the case
or the mechanism will start to
vibrate whenever a music frequency
occurs of the same pitch as its own
natural frequency. In doing so,
despite the aggravating noise it
sometimes kicks up, it only removes
a negligible amount of the vibration
energy of the system.

Extra components in the case such
as drums and bells (when not play-

most fre-
to the
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irig) and tune indicators and tune
changers have practically negligible
effects on the volume and the per
formance of the music. The same
applies to the non-music comb teeth
operating bells, etc, whether they
are in a separate comb or integral
with a music comb.

If any tooth starts to vibrate in
sympathy with another tooth, then
obviously it has received its vibra-
tional energy not from a cylinder pin
but from the vibrating mass of the
comb, which it has thereby
diminished-though probably by a

negligible amount.

The size of the case considerably
affects performance, because the
larger the case the greater the radiat-
ing efficiency of the bass notes. I
think we have all observed this as an
advantage of the later, larger cases.
In the early years of the cylinder
musical box, larger and therefore
more effective cases were a natural
and fortunate result of the larger
diameter cylinders in overture
boxes. In exactly the same way a
'cello-sized body is necessary to
extend the bass range of a violin.

It does not much matter what
wood is used for the box and its
sounding board base; the thickness
and the firmness are a lot more
important than the type of wood. I
have seen Nicole and L'Ep6e boxes
with oak bases and with per-
formance indistinguishable from
normal. A classic example of an
ideal sounding board ideally placed
is a vertical disc machine standing
against a wall-large sounding
board fixed directly to bedplate and
with excellent reflection. You could
easily hear it above the pub hubbub.

The effect of shutting a musical
box lid whilst playing is mainly to
reduce some of the treble frequen-
cies which are being radiated by both
the sounding board inside the box
and, to a lesser extent, directly by
the bedplate itself. Some of these
treble frequencies may include shrill
or unpleasant harmonics, so they are
probably better curtailed. There are
also those occasional high-frequency
clicking sounds which nobody wants
to hear. Hence (as per long tradi-
tion) it is generally better to play the
box with the lid closed.

It is not easy to grasp the fact that
the movement alone, without a
sounding board, radiates practically
no sound from the bass end and but
little from the treble end. But this is
very easy to prove; simply take a

movement from its case and support
it on sponge rubber pads on a carpet.
Then set it going and listen.

Salient features of the theorY
behind the above observations are as

follows. . . .

The speed of sound in air at
normal temperatures is about 1100
feet per second, and the correspond-
ing speeds in cast-iron and in brass
are respectively about 14,000 and
9,000ft per sec. The speeds in
various woods range from 11,000 to
16,000ft per sec.

The connection between the
speed of sound (Vft per sec), its fre-
quency or pitch (f cycles per sec) and
its wavelength (L feet) is given bY

the simple formula:

V=fXL

So for example the note middle C, of
pitch 262 cycles per second, has a
wavelength in air of L : t1001262

: 4.2 feet

The efficiency with which a sound-
ing board radiates sound is given
approximately by another formula
depending on the periphery of the
sounding board (P feet) and the
wavelqngth of the sound being
radiated (L feet)....

Radiation
efficiency

en)'
1 + (P/L)2

This formula is used to determine
the lowest frequency a sounding
board will effectively radiate; a

periphery to wavelength ratio down
to one half is acceptable-corres-
pond^ing to a radiation efficiency of
(Il2)'l(l + (ll2)') : t/41(514) : Il5
:20"h efficiency. So from the
middle C example given above, if
the periphery of the sounding board
was exactly 2.1. feet then with a note
of wavelength 4.2 feet the radiation
efficiency would be just acceptable
and the lowest note effectively
radiated would be the middle C of
pitch 262 cycles per second. Lower
notes would be audible, but progres-
sively more faintly. This again
emphasizes how the bass notes lose
out in volume with a small sounding
board.

In the accompanying table I have
worked out some typical examples.
Frequencies are doubled if you go up
one octave, halved if yougo down an
octave-so for example the pitch of

C one octave below middle C is 131

cycles per second. The table also
indicates that some musical boxes
have one or more notes lower than
their sounding board will effectively
radiate. The contribution of the
extreme bass notes in smaller boxes
is decidedly dubious, as you can
demonstrate by shutting the lid and
counting how many times a chosen
bass note can be heard, and then
comparing the actual number of
times it was played.

Professor Doak has kindlY vetted
these notes, and saYs that theY are
accurate although rather over-
simplified. For more general infor-
mation about musical acoustics, an
ideal paper-back is Science and
Music by Sir James Jeans.

Light relief from a Polyphon

The penny-in-slot Polyphons fea-
tured by many pubs in the early
1900s had coin drawers measuring at
least 9in by 5in by 3in deep. TheY
could hold about 960 pennies-f4-
though I should be very surprised if
they ever got so full. However, there
is no doubt that the bottom of the
drawer was often well covered by
coins, perhaps including halfpennies
optimistically but vainly inserted.

The presence of these coins
caused the distinctive sound, about
halfuay through the tune, of "hear-
ing the penny drop". So I am rather
pained to have seen, in certain of
these coin drawers, bits of cloth and
even scraps of carpet laid in to
deaden this famous sound--often
quoted by youngsters who have no
inkling of its origin.

Luckily there are still masses of
old pennies around to work these
machines and to line their drawers,
and it is worth remembering that the
price of 1d per tune was not particu-
larly cheap in, say, 1910 when the
price of a pint was 2Vzd.

These machines are wonderfully
robust, and one sees them with bent
winding handles, undoubtedly
caused by athletic imbibers who
became frustrated by the slower pas-
sages of tunes like Cavalleria Rus-
ticana. Someone must have tried
making a permy slightly sticky so it
would traverse the chute but refuse
to tip out of the coin tray. If the
penny hasn't dropped, the machine
is still playing.

HAVBulleid,
September 1981
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SWSS STREET ORGAN FESTIVAL IN THUN
by Henry Waelti

The Swiss Street Organ Festival
was held on July I7, 1981, in the
beautiful city of THUN. Every
owner of Mechanical Music Instru-
ments in Europe had been looking
forward to this great event.
Enthusiasts came... from GermanY,
Holland, France, and from everY
corner of Switzerland... million-
aires, businessmen, doctors,
engineers, men and women of
different trades, old and Young!
They came with great big instru-
ments, small monkeY organs'
organettes, a piano melodica, street
pianos... every tyPe imaginable.

The official list stated that there
were 135 instruments, and no less

than 21 very large ones were in
evidence. The big ones were sited in
the old part of the citY and the
smaller ones were asked to circulate
as much as possible.

The largest organ, a 112 keY Carl
Frei, was imported from Canada bY

H P KYBURZ and Dr Hc WEISS.
It anived just in time for the festival
and was stationed at the railroad and
boat station. It is claimed to be the
biggest mobile concert organ in the
world and it weighs 12 tons.

y 17, the
te to the
. and this
evening

July 19th. All the organ-grinders
weie invited for cocktails in the city
hall and then on to a delicious buffet
in an hotel. Old friends met and new
friends struck uP an aquaintance.
There was also a SundaY morning
boat trip for all the organ-grinders,
on the beautiful lake of Thun.

The weather was not too good.

Friday was comfortable, and at least

it was not raining. SaturdaY and
t fortu-
s in the
played

on. The rain did nothing to drown
the high spirits of the crowd.

The initiator and technical direc-
tor of the Meeting, HENRY
BRECHBUHL of Steffisburg, often
says, "Organ-grinding is a disease,
once you get the bug it's hard to get

rid of it". Everybody participating in
Thun seemed to have this "bug",
and the milling crowds were
immediately infected. There was not
one sad face desPite the weather!

The main event, a concert bY a

curling hall in Thun sold every seat,
and the show was comPdred bY

a well-known radio announcer,
ROLAI\D JEANNERET. There
was great applause for 15-ye-ar. old
HOLGER BUSCH fTOM HCidCI-

in operation.

The Festival should have finished
at 1 p.m. on SundaY but such was the

Ruth and "Hank" Waelti.

infectious enthusiasm that no one
wanted to go home, organ-grinder

time!
Congratulations are due to the

organisers; the Tourist Office of
Thun, the Commercial SocietY of
the old city, HENRY
BRECHBUHL, and all the
sponsors of this great event.

It has been decided to hold
another Festival in Thun, in 1983,

2
e

British friends will make the long
journey and honour us with their
presence, helping us to shake the old
city of Thun once again!

HENRY WAELTI
@H. Waelti 1981

Rainweg 21

CH-306 Utzigen,
Switzerland.
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ORGAN FESTIVAL IN BERNE
by "Hank" VYaelti

(Hank's letter is so pictorially warm
it is just the thing to read on a cold
Christmas morning. This is how it
begins: "Sitting on a patio with palm
trees, grapes and figs I'm trying hard
to compose a report about the Organ
Festival in Berne. We are on a short
vacation down here in our southern
canton where they speak Italian.

. . ." .. . Here, then, is the rePort,
written amongst the grapes and figs
and palm trees!)

Reporl on the Second Organ

Festival in Bene, Switzertand

IN THE autumn of.1979 the old city
of Berne saw its first festival of street
organs. It was such a success it was
decided to repeat the event in 1981.
The weekend September l2ll3 was
chosen. One hundred and four
active "musicians" with about 120
instruments answered the call and
literally flooded the old part of the
city of Berne. There were partici-
pants from all over Switzerland,
Germany and France; from big fair
organs to small organettes, and
many kinds of instruments old and
new, all musically demonstrated bY
their happy owners.

The organisers, the Tourist Office
and the Trade Union of the old part
of the city, were surprised at the
large number of participants who
registered. It was double the
expected number.

Berne, founded in 119L, and Swiss
capital since 1848, was almost com-
pletely destroyed by fire in 1405. The
layout was almost unchanged in the
reconstruction, a broad main street
in the centre, leading to the famous
clock tower and down to the bridge,
leading to the bear pit. This is the
backbone of the old town. On either
side are smaller streets running
parallel, going slightly downhill,
with the sidewalks covered bv
arcades.

Hauptgasse. Thun.

On rainy days window shoppers
can spend hours following these
arcades, looking over the whole city
without getting wet.

Being independent of the weather
in this way is, of course, ideal for
street musicians, and so are the
acoustics which are helped a great
deal by the walls of the arcades.

Within this most adequate and
fitting soenery the instruments were
distributed. Traffic was bypassed
and a very large crowd moved up
and down the old part of the city;
looking, listening, and even
cheering.

That was on Saturday afiternoon,
and the music went on until late at
night, at which hour several restaur-
ants were allowing the organs to
serenade the diners.

On Sunday morning there was a
"matin6e concert" at the well-
known Kornhauskeller, a big old
cellar restaurant. It was absolutely
unique and a first for this place.
Many of the older organs were pre-
sented to the large audience, and

Schloss Thun.
Hotel Metzgern.

MRS BLOMEIER of Berlin lead
her donkey down the broad but
sieep stairs to the old cellar. The
cheering diners were eating
"brunch" and drinking wine and

r57

beer.



On Sunday afternoon the city vib-
rated again with nostalgic tunes, and
although the festivities were meant
to last only until 5 o'clock, there
were organs heard well after that
time.

Organ festivals of this kind seem
to be getting more and more popular
in Switzerland. People may be get-
ting fed up with electronic sounds
and want a change; older folk also
remember. the fair organs of their
childhood.

For organisers it is beginning to be
a problem to limit participation on
such events. This may well lead to
circumstances where onlv older
instruments will be permittld. This
was discussed at Berne. but no one
wants to impose any restrictions
unless it is to avoid possible future
chaos.

It is almost certain that the Third
Festival will be held in Berne in
1983. In the home country of the
musical box there is still-a great
interest and love for old mechanical
music instruments.

@)*HANK" WAELTI, 1gg1

Mrs Blomeier-style - in Berne.

JACK
DONOVAN

93, PORTOBELLO ROAD.

LONDON, W.ll.

Telephone

0t-727-1485

Specialist in
Mechanical Music

Automata
Singing Birds
Music Boxes

Polyphons
. Juvenalia

Unusuai Clocks
Phonographs

Grarrtophones
&c
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Spend a Hoppy Spring Weekend at

MBSGB Baster Meeting !982, March 27 and 28

Send Registration Fee, f6, NOW, to:
John Mansfield,
Longbury House, Rock Road,
Washington, Nr Pulborough, Sussex

Send Booking Fees (f21 per night) to:
David Horridge, Etq,
Norfolk Arms Hotel,
Arundel, West Sussex, BN18 9AD

For accommodation other than the above:
Arundel Tourist Board,
High Street, Arundel, West Sussex
Tel: (STD) 0903 - 882419

Booking Fee for Saturday Dinner
(not required by members staying at Norfolk Arms Hotel)

f6.50 to John Mansfield (address above)

For latest information send SAE to John Mansfield nearer the date of the

meeting. However, a comprehensive r6sum6 of the timetable is given in this

issue of the Journal.

PLEASE BOOK EARLY
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MEMORABILIA
Sent in by founder-member

Alan Ridsdell

meeting was at The Clifton-Ford
Hotel, Welbeck Street, London W1.
The notice reads: "The followins
members have kindly consented t6
give demonstrations throughout the
afternoon.
Mr A Coombs (London)

The fitting and re-tuning of
broken teeth in a comb.

Mr F Greenacre (Norfolk)
Demonstration of l5r/z Regina
and12" Monopol Disc Machines.

MrHAJLawrence
(Warwickshire)

Demonstration of small bird
boxes and Nicole Boxes.

Mr Arthur Ord-Hume
(Isle of Wight)

Cleaning and Polishing Cylinders.

Mr G Planus (London)
Slotting teeth for new points.

Mr A Ridsdill (York)
Examples of Boxes from the
Lecture and Hints on Cleaning
Musical Boxes.

Mr C de Vere Green (London)
Trimming damper wire for length
and squareness.

Tea. . . and. . . Au Revoir.
(Our March meeting for 1982 does

not have the line-up of speakers,
but,look at the venue: ARUNDEL
CASTLE . how's that for style!
Send your Registration Fee, f6, to
John Mansfield right away, &t,
Longbury House, Rock Road,
Washington, Nr Pulborough,
Sussex. A SAE is alwavs welcome.

THERE'S nothing like a Rolls-
Royce for giving "style" . . . and this
little piece of Music Box nostalgia
can begin in style because Alan
Ridsdell has had.fue Rolls-Royces.
He confesses that he did not actually
own them, but the mere fact that he
had the use of them (and he wasn't a
chauffeur) gives him a unique line in
"style".

As a founder-member. of course.
his memory is long and his
memorabilia is comprehensive.
Would not our Meetings Secretary
of today like to announce a line-up
of speakers as the Society witnessed
on March 30, L963! The President
then was Mr J E T Clark. and the
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dnd it cuis down the overheads).
Frank Holland is one of the

foremost enthusiasts to make use of
a church to house his museum. Alan
Ridsdell did the same and filled a
little chapel with organs and
pianolas. However, tempus fugit,
and Alan is today a much restricted
man owing to that painful curse
arthritis. The damp in the large
Yorkshire building where he lives,
and the floodings around the cottage
he sometimes uses have not helped
his health. We can but wish him all
the best in this respect and trust that
his activities do not become too
limited. In his more energetic days
he repaired the turret clock at
Gilling Castle (see picture).

Turret clock at Gilling Castle which I
have been repairing.

Alan has also included in his
nostalgic bag of MBSGB souvenirs a
letter from Arthur W J G Ord-
Hume:

"Dear Member: Feb 1963.
Here is the first issue of our
Journal, THE MUSIC BOX. I do
hope that it meets with your
approval. . . . I want to receive as

much material as possible from
each and every one of you.
This is your JournaMn many
respects, I hope that you ate not
satisfied with it because this might
persuade you to do something
about it! May I have the
pleasure of hearing from you
soon?

Yours sincerely,
A O-H. Editor."

My little chapel where I keep my pianolas and organs.

Times haven't changed, have
they? Today's Editor could say, with
feeling, exactly the same thing as

Arthur almost 20 years ago.
Members like to know what work

you are doing. We are pleased to
publish your findings.

I notice that subscriptions in 1963
were f2 per annum . . . our present
fees are, therefore, quite
reasonable.

Finally, in Alan's crop of golden
material I found a Christmas card
...fromAmerica.

"Dear Alan,
I think many times of the wonder-
ful evening and want to thank
you for bringing those boxes down
for all of us to hear. They show
up quite well in the film we took
of the meeting and hope that you
will get a chance to view this film
when it is completed. Do you
have any of the Overture Boxes
available for sale? I would like
very much to obtain one of these
fine types. With best wishes for
the holiday season,

I remain, sincerely,

Hughes M Ryder.

208 Orange Avenue, NJ, USA.

The printed message on the
Christmas card was:
GREETINGS AND GOOD
WISHES AT CHRISTMAS.

Dressed up for a museum stunt, 1964
. or you could say it was me

penning a letter to you!

(Founder-member No 25 preparing
to write to the Editor.)
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NORTOLK POLYPHON CTNTRE
(Norman and June Vince)

We specialise in the Sale and Purchase of all {brrns of

MECHANI0'AL DIUSIC and CLOCKS

A wide range is stocked and
offered at highly competitive

prices.

IDISC TIACHTNES

CYLINDEB BOXES

OBCHESTRIONS

OBGANS

SINGING BTBDS

AUTOTIATA

AND F'INE CLOCI(S

This unusual "CELESTA" is

mounted in a walnut case six feet
high, and plays 1172" discs.

The automaton doll in the alcove is
operated by the disc motor,

breathing and moving one ann.

Wood Farm, Bawdeswell, East Derehnffi, Norfolk
ON Bll45 ONE MILE EAST OF BAWDESWELL VILLAGE Telephone: Bawdeswell (036-288) 230

We are always available during weekends. Please confirm weekday visits beforehand.
Planes and trains can be met in Norwich,



PEERLESS COIN.OPERATED PIANOS

THE beginnings of the American
coin-operated piano industry actu-
ally had its roots with the European
manufacturers who were producing
automatic pianos for several decades
prior to 1900. The influence of these
craftsmen on the American
machines, and especially the Peer-
less coin-operated pianos cannot be
overemphasized.

Those pianos produced by the
Peerless Piano Player Company rep-
resent and interesting portion of the
history of American coin-operated
piano business as well as
demonstrating the European influ-
ence present in the early days ofsuch
production. Roth and Englehardt,
the company's originators, began
production of pianos and push-up
piano players in 1890. Both men had
a strong background in this
particular trade... Roth having
worked with Alfred Dolge (noted
piano historian) and Englehardt
who was active in the Steinway and
Sons Company.

In 1898 the first American coin-
operated piano was produced by the
Peerless Piano Player Company
which was located at St. Johnsville,
New York. This piano was the Peer-
less Style D, an endless roll machine
with the roll mechanism behind the
piano. This unique distinction lasted
only a year, however, when the
Rudolph Wurlitzer Company
marketed a coin-operated piano, the
Tonophone, in 1899.

The Peerless Piano Player Com-
pany and the Rudolph Wurlitzer
Company were neck to neck in pro-
duction of coin-operated pianos
during the first decade of the 20th
century leaving other competitors,
including the J P Seeburg Co. and
the Operators Piano Co., well
behind. The ability of Roth and
Englehardt to capitilize on being
first as well as their ingenuity in
production of attractive and rugged
instruments allowed them the luxury
of "leading the field".

by Ron and Mary Jo Bopp

The company flourished with the
production of at least twelve diffe-
rent styles of coin-operated pianos.
In addition to providing the market
with pianos the Peerless Player
Company also supplied the music
rolls needed for these instruments,
much as did the Wurlitzer and other
companies existing at that time... it
was not until later, when the piano
industry standardized the A and G
or 4X rolls, that manufacturers of
coin-operated pianos concentrated
solely on piano production only.

It was to the Peerless Company's
credit initially for supplying diffe-
rent rolls for different machines.
Later this became detrimental as the
numerous machines required
increased book-keeping and roll
punching facilities and this became
one of the many straws to "break the
back" of the Peerless Piano Player
Co.

In 1908 the firm was changed from
Roth and Englehardt to F
Englehardt and Sons (Alfred Dolge
Englehardt and his brother, Walter
Englehardt). The company pros-
pered until 1913 - 1915 when produc-
tion of Peerless instruments ceased.
Finances, competition, prodromal
effects of prohibition and the inabil-
ity to keep up with the industry (1915
saw the Seeburg S roll accepted as

the industry standard... the A roll
which was a 65 note roll which saw
common usage in instruments
requiring only a piano and one or
two instruments) became the
downfall of the Peerless Piano
Player Co.

During the summer of 1979
Harvey Roehl (Vestal, N Y)
conducted a series of interviews with
some of the elderly citizens in St
Johnsville to gain insight into the
adventures and plights of this
interesting company. Although each
of these former employees of Roth
and Englehardt had his own version
why the company went out of

business, none would agree that
gambling was the reason for its
downfall (a theory raised by some).
All believed the company went
bankrupt but no formal bankruptcy
papers have ever been filed.

Apparently trouble began in the
teens when the Englehardts were
denied a business loan from Mr
Rainey, a local banker. Concurrent
with the downfall also was the
merging of the Peerless Player Piano
Company with the Seybold Piano
Company, a company known
primarily for making pianos for
other manufacturers of coin-
operated pianos. Reorganization
followed and several satellite
companies produced Peerless instru-
ments, primarily the National
Electric Piano Co and the
Englehardt Piano Co. The National
Music Roll Company was formed by
Fred Kornburst, an Englehardt
employee who previously was in
charge of the action factory. His
leadership lasted until 1927 when
many such related businesses
folded.

Rolls

In evaluating and discussing the
instruments produced by the Peer-
less Piano Player Company a work-
ing knowledge of the rolls is a neces-
sity. In Fig. 2 we find a list of the
styles of rolls, series numbers and
1922 prices (extracted from an
April-May, 1922 Bulletin of "Peer-
less Rolls for Peerless Automatic
Piano and Orcherstration and for
All Styles of Electric (65 Note)
Rewind Pianos"). Often the same
roll would be produced and made for
all existing machines. An example of
this is roll #337 ... "Favourite Dance
Selections". In April, 1922 the roll
was available for Stvle RR...
#10337; Style O... +2oizl; Elite...
#30337:. Trio... #40337:. and for all
65 note pianos... #50337.
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TypeRoll

44Note +

D, DX, DM *

RR, Cabaret

O, Deluxe

Elite (88 Note)

Trio

65 Note

* Endless Rolls.

PEERLESS ROLLS

Serial #
6,000

7,000

10,000

20,000

30,000

40,000

50,000

lSI22Pice

$2.7s

$2.7s

$4.s0

$7.2s

$7.00

$4.s0

$3.35

Fig.2

The Series 6,000 and 7,0(X) were
endless rolls. These allowed for con-
tinuous play and dispensed with the
silence during roll rewind. Such rolls
commonly were of 5 tune length
although I have one such roll that
has 7 tunes. 44 note rolls commonlv
were graced with music characteris-
tic of the turn of the century... rags
and blues. Such is not the case in
most later cut rolls and it is this fact
that makes them desirable from a
collector's point of view.

The 44 note series (6,000) and the
Trio series (40,000) have much in
common. Although the Trio
instrumentation contains pipes
where as the Peerless 44 is a piano
only the Trio roll is just an expanded
version of the 44 note roll containing
all of its 48 perforations in the
middle of a 57 perforated roll.

Likewise the Peerless Elite roll
(30,000) and the O or Deluxe roll
(20,000) were somewhat similar.
Both rolls are large by American
standards... I4L/2" and, both contain
97 perforations. The Elite roll has a
perforation for every note on the
piano where the O or Deluxe roll
couples bass and treble notes in
order to allow for register changes
and percussion effects.

Peerless 44

The Peerless 44 was produced
soon after the Peerless Piano Plaver
Company's inception and was
typical of early American coin-
operated pianos. These 44 note
pianos were certainly interesting as
they utilized only one half of the
piano scale and therefore were
somewhat limited in their music
capability. Peerless was not alone,
however, in producing these 44 note
pianos as Wurlitzer and several
others made them. even as late as
7920.

The typical Peerless aa (Fig. 3) is
an instrument with gingerbread
woodwork, bevelled glass and gentle
curves. Similarity in case style to the
popular Encore Banjo (a self-
playing banjo) is evident as side
profiles of both the Peerless 44 and
the Encore Banjo are similar as are
the brass handles mounted on the
side of the case.

Fig. 3

This instrument is basically a 44
note piano rvith no mandolin or
other accompaniment. The endless
roll is held in a roll bin located in the
right lower portion of the case. The
roll can conveniently be removed;
even while the piano is playing, and
this is possible because the tracker
bar is located above the roll bin
frame and actually presses down on
the moving roll while the bin is in
place. Expression for this early coin-
operated piano is provided by a
hammer rail lift, activated by two
lock and cancel pneumatics *trictr
are latched together.

A cross section ofthe valve/pouch
assembly (Fig. a) reveals a small
envelope pouch... character of
European coin-operated pianos but
relatively unknown to later
American machines.

The Peerless 44 tracker bar scale is
laid out over 48 perforations. . . 44 for
playing notes and for shutoff,
sustaining pedal and hammer rail up
and down.
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valve (closed)

envelope
pouch
(closed)

Peerless Trio
Little is known about the Peerless

Trio... only one example is thought
to exist. The Peerless Trio is a

keyboardless coin-operated piano in
an upright rectangular case. Double
doors open at the top of the case and
contain two panels of colorful art
glass. Two ranks of pipes are
arranged symmetrically at the center
of the case. As mentioned before,
the Trio roll contains the Peerless 44
note scale with additional perfora-
tions for pipe control, rewind and
reply (this roll is not an endless roll).

Peerless Elite

The Peerless Elite, an 88 note
coin-operated piano, represents an
interesting part of the history of
American keyboard "nickeldeons"
available after the turn of the
century. This Peerless has an artistic
case with nicely proportioned art
glass and matching hanging lamps.

The Peerless Elite was available in
either an oak or walnut case. The
interior of the piano was as nice as

the outside in that there was much
solid maple construction. The
instrument uses a two tier stack
designed for this particular model
and not a "standard brand" available
for universal use.

Fig.4

The slightly cumbersome roll
frame is located above the keyboard
making roll changing somewhat
easy. Althou
(l4t/2") roll i
center art gla
exercise in dexterity and is much
easier if the entire front of the piano
is removed for such tasks. The roll
plays from bottom to top (similar to
other Peerless pianos and orchestr-
ions as well as the most EuroPean
coin-operated pianos). Another in-
teresting, and often handy, feature is
the two buttons in front of the roll
which control forward and reverse...
either pushed will change directions
immediately so even if the machine
is rewinding a push of the button will
bring it to the playing mode
instantly... a nice feature to pick out
a favorite tune.

The Peerless Elite rolls (30,000

series)
spectnrm
for these
wide, sev
and, as mentioned before, PlaY from
bottom to top. Ninety-seven perfo-
rations provide all 88 playing notes

as well as soft on and off, sustaining
pedal, shutoff, play and rewind.

As with most coin-oPerated

Peerless 44

Valve Pneumatic System

(at rest) valve cover

sprlng

pianos it is the roll, and the arrange-
ments of the selections on that roll,
that determine how well-received
that particular piano is. In the case of
the Peerless Elite, the rolls do an

excellent job in utilizing the 88 note
capability of the piano. The arrange-
ments ofmost of the music is similar
to that of the larger Peerless orches-
trions, the only difference being that
the Elite roll has a perforation for
each note whereas the Peerless O
roll (not to be confused with the
more common Coinola O roll)
couples several notes on the orches-
trion in order to make room on the
roll for pipes and Percussion. The
addition-of the extra notes on the
Elite roll allows for the use of
glissandos in music arranged for this
piano.

Several Peerless Elite models
exist today and most are not found
with the Elite tracker bar and roll
frame but rather some version of the
common 65 note A roll. APParentlY
this was common Practice among
route operators and tavern owners
who found it difficult to replace the
uncommon Elite rolls. Even the
later re-organized National Electric
Player Piano Company was known
to convert earlier Elite pianos to use
the A roll.
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Fig. 5

Housed in a large oak case with
extravagant torches on the front this
orchestrion contains 72 pipes allow-
ing for violin, flute and cello effect as
well as a full complement of traps.

The ranks of pipes again are
arranged symetrically in the center
of the case. The roll frame, as with
the Wisteria and Arcadian models,
is similar to that found in the Elite,
large and bulky but capable of re-
winding and replaying your favour-
ite selection. The O roll (20,000
series) was definately designed for
the larger Peerless orchestrions...
utilizing all available pipework,
especially that found in the Peerless
Deluxe. Again, like the Elite rolls,
the O rolls contained interesting
arrangements, and with the typical
European use, and restraint, oftraps
give a life-like rendition to the
selection played.

Peerless Music

No coin-operated automatic
piano is any better than any other
unless it is programmed to do so.
Gran
more
bette

O Rolt Peerless Orchestrions

The largest of the Peerless player
Piano Company's instruments were
those orchestrions that utilized the
Peerless Style O roll. This roll, like
the Elite, is l4r/2" wide with seven
perforations to the inch. The roll

Production of these orchestrions
began at the end of the first decade
of this century. Apparently these
were quite popular with their ornate
cases, instrumentation and excellent
roll arrangements, however, less
than two dozen such pianos exist
today.

The Peerless Wisteria model was a
beautiful tall case orchestrion with
art glass which was hallmarked with
a center panel representing a
goddess-like figure (Fig. 5). The
Wisteria model included one rank of
pipes, castanets and triangle. These
were quite popular and a few exam-
ples exist today. Like the Peerless
Elite, the roll frame is above the
keybed and behind the center art
glass panel.

The Peerless Arcadian orchest-
rion, in addition to the pipes,
castanets and triangle there is also
included a snare and bass drum (Fig.
6). Like the Wisteria model this
orchestrion was made in either oak

or walnut case with stunning art
glass.

The top of the line of the Peerless
Player Piano Company was the style
O, or Deluxe model (Fig. 7).

Fig.6



all are dependent on the music roll
that is programmed for them. This is
no more true than with the music
provided for the Peerless instru-
ments. The company provided for
standard "hits of the day" for
common saloon/ice cream parlour
usage but also produced much more
exciting music. Some rolls were
designed for early silent movie use
and one such role is a 30 minute roll
"of 40 Choruses" of music suitable
for the motion pictures... "Moving
Picture Medley #2'. ln addition
there were classical music rolls
arranged. One such roll, #30349 (in
this case, for the Elite model),
entitled "Special Waltz Roll"
contained three long waltz selec-
tions. Another classical roll.
#3ffiL7, is a "Faust Ballet Concert
Roll" which has four long play
selections.

Interesting also is the quality of
music from these rolls. Some of the
arrangements are superbly done and
the influence of European arrangers
is quite evident. Others, however,
indicate the desire of the arranger to
play every note with each piece and
octave coupling is more often than

not. In addition, the use of the man-
dolin is quite selective. Mandolin
perforations are not evident on clas-
sical rolls or motion picture rolls.
Even on popular hit selections the
mandolin is used only sparingly, not
like every third stanza in the
common A rolls.

Unfortunately the Peerless Player
Company did not feel that expres-
sion was a necessity and this fact
limits the arrangements of some of
the rolls. Had this been included to
the extent of at least an expression
piano such as that provided by the
Recordo or Seeburg KAppolo Red
X systems then the music produced
would have been comparable to that
produced by the superb Hupfield or
Weber instruments.

Summery
The Peerless coin-operated

pianos elaborated upon in this
article certainly reflect the quality
capable of the Peerless Player Piano
Company. The beauty and design of
the external cases and the music
produced reflect more thought and
planning than later pianos produced
by American coin-operated piano
companies. We have seen the transi-

tion from a time when only Euro-
pean machines were produced to the
early 19(X)'s when American piano
manufacturers entered the coin-
operated piano business. Certainly
the influence of the European
manufacturers is apparent, and in
effect, help begin the American
coin-operated piano trade.

Several other styles of coin-oper-
ated pianos exist today but were
produced by the later founded
National PlayerPiano Company and
the Engelhardt Piano Company and
therefore were not included in this
discussion.

c)RoNBOPP,1981, USA.

PEERLESSROLLS

TypeRoll S€rid# M2,Pnce
44Note + 6,000 $2.75
D,DX,DM+ 7,m0 $2.75
RR, Cabaret 10,m0 $4.50
O, DeLuxe 20,000 57.25
Elite(88Note) 30,000 $7.00
Trio 40,m0 $4.50
65 Note 50.000 $3.35

'Endless Rolls.

Open Sat. & Sun.
14.00 - 17.00

April - Oct. incl.

Entry E0p.

THE MUSICAL MUSEUM
(by the Giant Gas Holder neer Kew Bridge)

" The only Musical Museum in Europe with eight
Reproducing Piano Systems and three Reproducing
Pipe Organ Systems working." Come and hear
some of them during the l;} hour tours
including Orchestrions, Barrel Organs,
Race Horse Piano etc. See other
pianos with 'expression' systems
being restored.
Party visits by arrangement.
Send S.A.E. for Form PV15

Tbe Britisb Piano lttuseum
Charitable Trust,

368 Hish Street, Brentford'
Middlesex TW8 0BD,

Founded in 1963 by Frank Holland MBE.
Founder of The Player Piano Group in 1959.

Fig.7
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THE PLAYER PIANO PEOPLE
for players and everything to do with players, new and old

NEW UNIVERSAL AMPICO REPRODUCING PIANO -NEW UNIVERSAL PLAYER PIANOS
NEW AEOLIAN PLAYER PIANOS PEDAL AND ELECTRIC

NEW KIMBALL PLAYER PIANOS ELECTRIC

NEW PLAYER ORGANS NICKELODEONS

PIANOCORDERS - FITTED TO YOUR PIANO

PlayRite, Klavier, Mastertouch, lazzmaster, Evergreen and QRS music rolls available from stock
PlayRite, Klavier, Duo - Art and Ampico new rolls

Secondhand players and music rolls, 88 and 65 note usually in stock

Repair materials and books. 18 sizes tubing, 4 types of leather, 4 types of cloth in stock

WRITE FOR 45-PAGE CATALOGUE - 50p (Stamps accepted)

Carnbridge ola Cornpany
The Limes . Landbeach . Cambridge C84 4Dti telephone 0223-861348

(Call b! apDoiDrment)

GRAHAM !y//EBB
ll Ship Street Gardens, Brighton, Sussex

T e I ep h o n e : 0273-21803 1772154

NOW
IS THE TIME TO BUY

BETORT PRIGT$ RI$T IGAIII
&YAq9

Between Ship Street I Middle Street
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ARRANGING MUSIC FOR THE POLYPHON
Robin Timms

(Robin continues his series of articles)

CHAPTER 4

Producing a Graph

THE music arranger has finished his
task. What now?

Even if your manuscript is written
with meticulous neatness. it is not
practicable for a disc to be punched
direct from this: the music should be
turned into the form of a graph. The
format described here is based on
the suggestions of Patch Pearce who
has, in fact, made most of my
Polyphon arrangements.

Use V+in graph paper, or the
metric equivalent. Down the left-
hand side write the notes of the
musical comb, starting at the bass; 1

A flat, 2D flat,3 D flat, 4 E flat, etc.
Leave half a dozen squares at the top
before you start with the first note.

Every vertical line stands for one
beat of music. If, for example, there
are four beats in a bar, rule a line in
ink over every fourth line to make it
stand out. Thus the space between
every inked-over line represents a
bar of music. You can number the
beats at the head of the column on
the lines (not between them). In
bold figures number the bars at the
top of the columns. It is also neces-
sary to indicate into what fractions
each beat is required to be divided-
eg, the figure 6 above a column will
indicate that that beat is to be
divided into sixths. A fraction, eg,
7/e, will mean that a note appears
7/e of the way between one beat and
another, but that the other eighths
are not required.

Now you can start covering the
graph with dots. A dot on a line indi-
cates that a note comes on the beat.
Midway between two lines means a
note on a half beat. A quarter beat is
shown by dividing a square in half
with a vertical line and placing a dot
in the left segment, and for three-
quarters in the right segment. Other
fractions should be written in the
square, a dot to the left of the frac-
tion for the first half of the beat and
to the right for the second half.
Where there is more than one tooth
tuned to a particular note, use the
teeth in question in rotation.

"Hush,hush,...
Christopher Robin is choosing his airs.

At the end one each horizontal
line, repeat the note number, and
count how many times that tooth has
been used. Keep a running total
down the right-hand side of the
graph.

CHAPTER 5

Notes on some new arrangements
As a number of members who

possess an 11in Polyphon or Regina
have asked for copies ofmy arrange-
ments and have been kind enough to
say that they like them, I thought it
might be of interest to conclude this
series of articles with a few notes on
the arrangements (nothing too tech-
nical this time) and how they came to
be made.

9m1 Bbw the Wind Southerly

A beautiful folksong, as all will
agree, and the first arrangement I
attempted. I wrote a short article
about it at the time, and this can be
found on page29 ofVol 7.

9fin ThePeredeoftheTin
Soldiers

Known to many of you as the sig-
nature tune of Toytown. Why did
they discontinue Children's Hour?
Originally written as a piano piece, I
believe, it was popular with the fox-
trot bands of the 20s. I thought it
would sound attractive on the
Polyphon, and a colleague from
Doncaster lent me the piano score.
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9010 The Mikado: Tit-Wittow
While spending a Sunday after-

noon with friends, I was entertained
with a recording of The Mikado.
G&S enthusiasts often complain of
the lack of Sullivan on disc. and Tit-
Willow seemed just the right sort of
tune to arrange.

9011 Oliver: Pick a Pocket or
Two

If Polyphon had continued in busi-
ness to the present day no doubt this
is the sort of music that would be
arranged; popular tunes from the
shows. In the 1890s it was The
Geisha and San Toy, now it would be
Oliver and . ., well you probably
know better than I what are the
popular shows of the moment. Any-
way, I thought it would be fun to
hear the Polyphon play something
up to date, and thisjaunty and rather
saucy number in the minor key
rather took my fancy.

nXz A-Roving
This lively and attractive folksong

gives the Polyphon an opportunity
to show off with a great variety of
ornamentation.

9013 OldTurfFire
ng in the
a unique

phon play
conform

strictly to the mode? At first I
thought it unlikely, the tuning scale
was certainly not devised to cope
with modal music, but I found it
could be done with a bit of ingenuity
by making the second degree of the
usual scale the keynote. To under-
line the modal characterof the music
the arrangement ends with a rising
Dorian scale.

9014 She's Like the Swallow
Another modal folksong, plain-

tively beautiful. This time I have
used the relative minor of the kev in
which the comb is tuned, but with
flattened sevenths. Both minor and
Dorian sixths are used.

9015 The Stripper
I heard this music at the London

Dolphinarium, during a per-
formance of Robinson Crusoi on
Dolphin Island.It was some consid-
erable time later that I found out
what it was called, and sometime
after that I plucked-up courage to go

into Art Nash's music shop and ask if
they had a copy. They 

-did: 
there

must be a greater demand for that
sort of thing than I realised. The
tune affords the opportunity of
se_eJ.g how the Polyphon will cope
with syncopation and chromaiic
melody. If, like me, you keep the
Polyphon in the bedroom, it's a good
one to play last thing at night.

9016 TheTrout
We have Geoff Mayson to thank

for this one. He asked me to make
four arrangements of this Schubert
song for a cylinder box. Having done
this I thought I might as well make a
Polyphon arrangement. What could
be better than using Schubert's own
rippling accompaniment? It's as
close to the musical box stvle as anv-
thing you are likely to find'.

9017 None But the Lonely Heart
Tchaikovsky's first disc. While

spending Sunday afternoon with
friends I noticed on the piano a
collection of songs for alto voice.
This one struck me as being particu-
larly beautiful and I there and then
made a pr6cis of the appropriate
length and scribbled out the melody
on a scrap of paper. The harmony ii
very restless and scarcely touches
the tonic chord till the very end.

9018 The Water of Tyne
A beautiful English folksong. Too

short to be played once only, too
long to be played twice. I haveihere-
fore composed an introduction of
eight bars based on the opening of
the tune, which seems to be in
character.

9019 The Streams of Lovelv
Nancy

This extremely beautiful and
intriguing English folksong was
heard by a folksong colleclor in
Dorset in 1905. Versions were also
recorded in Sussex and the West
Country. It appears in The Penguin
Book of English Folk Songs, but
seems to have been overlooked by
most singers and other musiciani.
Indeed the collection as a whole is
under-rated-possibly some are put
off because no accompanimenl is
given to the songs. The tune fits
nicely on a disc with a two bar
introduction.

m20 Ding Dong! Merrity on Higir

An obvious candidate for arrange-
ment, and one I have written about
at length in chapter 3.

mzl Rinaldo: Let Me Lament

I was introduced to this Handel
aria by Patrick McCrossan who
asked me to arrange it for l9s/a
Polyphon. I did so ind later at the
request of Brian Clegg added a bell
part to make it suitable for a22r/zin
machine. Having the music
thoroughly in my blood by then I
thought I would treat myself to an
arrangement for my own 11in
machine.

m22 The Wizard o|Ozz
Somewhere over the Rainbow

While taking me for a walk one
winter's afternoon near Lesnes
Abbey, young Polyphon enthusiast
Gareth Stubberfield suggested that
we should make this our next
arrangement. We were fond of play-
ing it together on the piano. Afti:r
our w
away,
onitu
compared notes and worked out a
final version.

mn Moonlight

I heard this on a t92l recording
sent to me by Brian Rust of one of
the Yerkes foxtrot bands. The
Happy Six. The Polyphon arrangers
had their last fling with ragtime, and
had they continued into the '20s
would have had fun with the foxtrot.
You might think that the musical
box is not the right medium for a
jaunty and syncopated foxtrot, but
try it; you might like it! This one
begins typically in the minor, but
soon moves into the major for the
main part of the tune.

If ever you want any historical
information ferreting out, Peter
Cornford could be your man. He has
just come up
some of the
which turn up
more recent collection of early fox-
trots which must date from 19i0. he
has found the score of. Moonlight.
The words are scarcely worth quot-
ing, but I can now tell you that the
composer is one Con Conrad. The
music is a very characteristic
example of the earliest, and in some
ways most appealing, foxtrots.
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Bard of Eve

Back to folksong; a seemingly
inexhaustible source of beautiful
melody which makes all but the
finest "composed" tunes seem trivial
by comparison. This one is Welsh,
and like She's like the Swallow, it is
minor with modal implications. So
we never sharpen the sevenths.

m25 Loved with Everlasting Love

I thought it would be fun to
arrange for Polyphon a tune of my
own composition. The tune is called
Tywardreath, but don't ask why, or
how to pronounce it! It is a setting of
the words of a hymn. I use the key of
the dominant of the tuning scale as it
suits the compass of the melody
better. The music sounds best
played fairly slowly. Some
Polyphons have a speed regplator,
and most play slower wh_en 

'the

spring is almost run down.

Christopher Robin is fond of this
and sings it very beautifully.

m26 GestillteSehnsucht
There is, of course, nothing

unusual in finding a Polyphon title in
German, but if anyone can come up
with an acceptable English transla-
tion, I should be interested.

Someone gave me an old record-
ing of Kathleen Ferrier singing
Brahms, and this song, scored for
alto voice, viola and piano, was
included. It is an elusive and haunt-
ing melody, and like the
Tchaikovsky song poses consider-
able problems for the arranger. We
use the key of the dominant again so
as to have a sharpened supertonic
available. A slow tempo is
preferable.

9027 South Pacffic:
Sorne Enchanted Evening

A florid performance on two
pianos by Tom Steer and Brian
Fitzgerald gave me the idea of
arranging this.

90?A In the Garden

Seated one day at the piano, I was
asked by some American friends of
Brian Clegg to play this tune. The
style in which it came out prompted
this arrangement for Polyphon.

m29 San Toy: A B C

Do not under-rate discs of San
Toy, Florodora, A Runaway Girl,
etc. The tunes were attractive, well
suited to Polyphon, and beautifully
arranged. Michael Miles gave me
the piano score of San Toy, and
while playing it through I found this
pretty gavotte which the original
Polyphon arrangers apparently
missed.

9030 The Arcadians: Arcadv is
Ever Young

I was pressed to buy a ticket for a
performance of. The Arcadiaru in
which several members of one of my
choirs were taking part. The per-
formance was at Woolwich, and not
liking late nights anyway, I did not
relish the thought of searching for a
75 bus at about 11.30, and then the
long, tedious journey home. Mind
you, in those days they were still run-
ning the faithful old RT-type buses
on that route, and you could at least
have a chat with the conductor, and
there were some great characters
among the conductors on the 75 at
that time. The route was very unreli-
able though, and one could be
stranded for hours. . . .

However, I went to the per-
formance and enjoyed it much more
than I had anticipated, although it
went on for hours and ended late. It
made a welcome change from
Gilbert and Sullivan, and contains
some of Lionel Monckton's finest
tunes. Tfte Arcadians appeared in
1909 and is a charming story about a
land of happiness and innocence
which time has forgotten. By 1909
Polyphon were producing only a
very few new arrangements, and
most of these were of German titles.

Arcady is Ever Young is a beauti-
ful tune. "like what thev don't write
today!".

9031 The Arcadians: The Pipes of
Pan

One of the most popular tunes in
the show. This busy disc contains
1012 projections.

m32 The Arcadians: The Girl
with a Brogue

The brogue is Irish, and the tune is
in a lilting three-four time.

m33 The Arcadians: Somewhere

The striking chromatic opening to
the chorus is difficult but not
impossible on the Polyphon.

9034 The Arcadians: Charming
Weather

One of Christopher Robin's
favourite duets.

9038 The Arcadians: All Down
Piccadilly

One of the liveliest numbers in the
score. This arrangement has a
record 1039 projections.

9039 The Arcadians: Come Back
to Arcady

A beautiful tune in waltz time
which no composer would need to be
ashamed of having written.

9040 Samoan Samba

This jaunty, syncopated number
was composed by Peter Cornford at
the age of 14. It was subsequently
performed with great success by the
local band. I heard it played at a
school concert and thought it would
be interesting to try it on the
Polyphon. The composer graciously
permitted me to mess around with
his composition to produce this
arrangement. What I hadn't bar-
gained for was that he would return
the compliment! At a subsequent
concert I was astonished to see my
own name on the programme: Peter
had arranged and extended a com-
position of mine, Alexis Gavotte,
which was duly performed by two of
the bovs. Fame at last!

g|M-l The Toreador: Keep ofr the
Grass

Michael Miles gave me the score
of several Monckton operettas
including The Toreador and A
Country Girl. Here's a sprightly
number which must sound well on
the Polyphon.
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W2 A Country Girl:
Yo, Ho, Little Girls

The original Polyphon arrangers
did arrange this for the large
Polyphons (though I do not know
anyone who has a copy), but there is
no evidence to date that I know of
that it was arranged for smaller
machines. If ever it does turn up, it
would be interesting to compare the
"authentic" Polyphon arrangement
with this.

9043 The Bells of Corneville:
Legend of the Bells

This obviously suitable piece was
arranged for the large Polyphons,
but not to my knowledge for the
smaller ones.

9044 The Quaker Girl: A Quaker
Girl

It was my friend Ronald Bourne
who introduced me to the delishts of
Monckton's A Quaker Girl. Hl is an

authority on English operetta of the
late Victorian and Edwardian era,
and has prepared a book in proof
form on the subject. I have pleasant
memories of him singing this and the
next item while I played the piano at
his home in Honor Oak.

9045 The Quaker Girl:
Come to the Ball

The most popular tune in waltz
time from the show. The opening
section of the tune could have been
written by Lehar. Personally I prefer
Monckton when he does not sound
like Lehar, and stand by the opinion
that the lesser-known Come Back to
Arcady is one of the most inspired
waltz themes in English operetta of
the period.

9W Country Girl:
My Own Little Girl

A tender and lyrical melody of
considerable charm and subtletv.

g{//7 A Country Girl:
The Pink Hungarian Band

Here is Monckton in his martial A
major mood. Compare this for
example with Soldiers in the Park
from A Runaway Girl or The Lady's
Maid from San Toy, the latier
wrongly attributed by Polyphon to
Sidney Jones.

9048 The Arcadians:
Half Past Two

Unlike the other Arcadians
excerpts, this is by Howard Talbot,
and it brings us back to the point at
which this series of articles began.

As a matter of fact, Christopher
Robin did assist with the typing; so if
you find any spelling mistakes, don't
blame the printers! He probably
asked Pooh any words he wasn't sure
of!

(End of Chapter 5)

@Robin Timms, 1981.

Whg watch teleoision all winter when gou could restore gour
own instrument ?

FIt Although we have no restored instruments available at present, we do have a

i - very good selection of unrestored items ready for those long winter evenings.

i Restoration advice available with your purchase.

Prices to suit the instrument and the work.

Write or'phone with gour require'ments. Cqllers by appozntment onlA.
.t

BERRYER HOUSE, WEST END, FROME, SOMERSET BA I I 3AD
TEL: FRoME (ogzs) 63996 ;.ti
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TWO PICTURES
REFERENCE
ROBIN TIMM'S ARTICLES IN
VOLUME 10,
Nos2&3

Left: A Serpentine style
table polyphon all set
to play Robin's arrangement
of the Christmas Carol,
"Ding Dong Merrily on High"

Right: Some of the
thirty-eight tunes which
Robin has arranged for his
1linch polyphon.
On the machine is
"Somewhere Over
the Rainbow".
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JER,OME RALPH ALLISON & SON
Thibouville-[amy

PIA]{0F0RTE MAilUFAGIURIRS,

MUSICAL-OPTNION & MUSIC TRADE REVIEW.

(LrMrTED,)

167 AND 169, WARD0UR STREET,
LONDON,'W.

Designs of the New Models (Iron Verticals),
p, If-6IR{tF: &c., sent post Free on appldcatdon
?4Ve4 

- 

_

OLAUDIUS R. BAILEY,
PIANOFORTE MANUFACTURER,

Factory: Paragon works, westbourne Rd, East, show-rooms r | & Bj Chatfont Bd,

10, OHARTERH0USE ST.
IJOlVDOlif, E-C-

Stcam Eq,ctorlea a,t Pan ls, GreneUe,
Mi,recourt, and, La, Couture.

TWO GOLD MEDALS, Inventions Exhibition,l885.

c
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PIANISTA THIBOUVILLE.
Asplend
oDe may
liancyan

ORGANINA THIBOUVILLE.

X X

French Pianos,New & Seconrf-hanJ

_E_oI,I,eg_4r, N.

8END FOB PBICE LISIS AND PEOTOS.
N,B,_MADE ALSO IN WOOD TO RETAIL AT 22 GUINEAS.

ARISTON INSTRUMENTS.

TO THE TRADE.-We herewith give due notice that
'r our Contract with our former sole factor, Messrs. Grob
& Co. (London Agents: Beutner, Kuhn & Co.), having
expired, we have appointed Sole Agents for the British
Empire and Colonies for all our Instruments, &c., Messrs.

tEl{GiltCK & C0,, t5t, 0)(F0RD STREET, L0ltD0il, W,
We therefore shall be glad if you will in future favour

these gentlemen with your instructions.
FABRIK LEIPZIGER MUSIKWERKE (Ltd.).

EHRLICH & CO,, JESSE EHRLICH, DircctoF.

VESTAF'F''S PIANOFON,TEIS,
In Wood or lron Frames, Vertical, 0blique, & 0verstrung,
These Instmments r
good workmanship r
6fty years is used t I

TRAOE AND PROFESSION TREATED ON LIBERAL TERMS.

T4, BEBNEBS STREET, OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W.
ESTABLISHED t823.

$f write for Designs ." r t", ";litoo"Trt;i" $"#:m 
i-obl iq ue,', The ACA D E MY."

Messrs. GEO. RUSSELL & CO.'S
(e. STANHOPE STREET. N w \

Military Band Instruments.
Coraets and Saxhorns. Celebrated Thibou-
ville-La.ury's Clarionets in Ebonite. Cocoa- or
Ebony. Oboes, Flutes, Military Side Dru'ms

and Bass Dnrms, Cymbals, Fittings, &c

25,000 to 30,000 VIOLINS

M usi cal Stri ngsManufacturer
f rnolrn THTBouvILLE-LAnIy,s AcnrnBllps
(Silk Strings) are acknowledged the best ever

made. Tested Strings, &c.
BAIfJODS, TIUBOUBI\-f,S, ACCOBDEONS,

COXCEBTINAE, EABUO.Til UilS, ilUSICAI/ BOXD$ &c.

EXPORT AND TRADE SUPPLIED.
lllustrated Gatalogue post Free.

A.& E. HUMPHREYS,
Harm on i u mt.tii friirilan organs

FAcroRy:
47,KING'S ROA-D, LONDON, N.W.

In the last issue Ted Brown showed us "Advertisements of my Childhood". This issue ROGER BOOTY
produces "Magazines My Father Showed Me". Roger draws our atiention to the Thibouville-Lamy, and, Ariston

advertisements.
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HARMONIOUS MEANDERINGS
by Roger Booty

THE instruments of our hobby of
mechanical music are not often
openly on show to the public's gaze
other than in the various collections
of fair organs around the country,
museums, and the occasional
singular collection of mechanical
music for its own sake. Although I
have not visited it I would imagine
the "World of Mechanical Music" at
Chessington Zoo would fill the bill of
the latter as it is apparently made up
from the instruments of Douglas
Berryman's former museum at
Goldsithney in Cornwall. From a 52-
key Ruth fair organ to a musical
chamber pot, it seems they can cater
for most tastes, including those who
admire Aeolian pipe organs.

But what about the places where
there is but the singular instrument
as can sometimes be found in the
many houses open to the public?
Castle Drogo at Drewsteignton in
Devon is a house completed only in
1930 but much was brought there by
the family from their previous house
so its furnishings cover a wide
period. Here, behind a screen in the
library, there is a 58-note Aeolian
Grand Organ. The case is in fine
condition but I was not allowed to
play a roll so its playing condition I
do not know. Also look out for. on a
landing outside the drawing room, a
large and elaborate clock which
plays-but what?<n the hour.
Made by Smith of Clerkenwell for
the Paris Exhibition of L900, it is, if
nothing else, interesting.

While in Devon, mention must be
made of A la Ronde at Exmouth.
This unique 16-sided house, built
c 1795 for two ladies, and still lived in
by their descendants who give
guided tours, contains a fine weight-
driven barrel piano. Unfortunately
now out of order, although still in
good condition, the instrument
originally had three barrels, but the
two containing dances were
apparently thrown out by the unap-
preciative puritan Victorian family
members who left only the hymn
barrel. I would imagine the drum
and triangle in the instrument have
little use from this barrel. A photo-

The amazing automata clock commissioned by Basildon Development
Corporation in Essex, from Roland Emett, "opened" on 7 August, 1981, in
the Eastgate shopping mall. Representing a celestial Owl and the Pussycat
with animal musicians, the clock is surrounded by a pool with fountains and
when in action, every quarter of an hour, is accompanied by "rythmic
harpsichord music". I think it compares favourably with the Japanese piece
noted by Arthur Ord-Hume inThe Music Box, Vol9, page320. Photograph

courtesy of the Basildon Evening Echo.
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graph of an almost identical piano
has appearedin The Music Box, see
Vol 8, page23.

Erddig, a late 17th century house
near Wrexham in Clwyd, has a small
collection of mechanical music in the
entrance hall. Two cylinder boxes,
one eight and one twelve-air, an
Ariston organette with a pile of
discs, an Edison Standard phono-
graph and a Metrostyle Themodist
piano player. This National Trust
property with its range of domestic
outbuildings, all complete and in
working order, is one of the most
interesting of the larger houses I
have visited.

Wookey Hole caves and mill near
Wells in Somerset has, among other
wonders, the unique Fairground
Collection of Lady Bangor. Consist-
ing mainly of carved work from old
rides and show fronts, it doesn't
neglect the fair organ which is
represented in rare style by a 49-key
Marenghi which is thought to be the
only one in the country. Housed
within the collection building, its
powerful tones drown conversation
and force you to listen. Still working
from its bellows, it has been known
for it to be played continuously all
day but normally is only operated
while visitors are near. The necessity
of having a Gavi manwith it all day is
done away with by the fitting of a
continuous loop of music of about
half an hour's duration.

While in the vicinity of Wells, a

call must be made at the cathedral to
see the famous Wells clock. The
main face of this clock is within the
cathedral and is surmounted by a
wooden turret which contains four
Iittle horsemen who turney round
the turret every hour, although for
the visitors during the summer
months this happens every quarter
of an hour. Close to the clock face
there is a jack, known as Jack
Blandifer. He strikes both the
quarters and hours while a further
two quarter-jacks strike bells above
the outside face of the clock.

Exeter Cathedral also has a fine
clock but the small church of St Mary
Steps has a recently restored clock
with figures which is far more pleas-
ing to the eye of the general public.
Here, above the dial of the 17th
century clock in the tower, are three
figures known as Matthew the Miller
and his two sons, and if my memory
is correct, father strikes the hour, his
sons the quarters.

Carillons are seldom seen and are
only heard if you are in the right
place at the right time. The following
needs verifying but I am sure that
some while back, during a television
interview which took place within
the grounds of St Albans Abbey, a
carillon could be heard. But maybe

it was not a carillon, as it is possible
to play tunes on bells fitted with an
Ellacombe apparatus. Perhaps
someone could give me the answer.

The ten bells in the Priory Church
at Edington in Wiltshire at one time
played, with one note missing, the
National Anthem every four hours.

./|,
L-

Sadly no longer with us, this particular rnodel of the Guinness Clock stood
on the prom at Southend-on-Sea. It came to life every half hour (or maybe
every 15 minutes, I cannot recall definitely), with at least seven different
actions taking place, including a figure fishing and catching a large fish from
the mouth of which three other successively smaller fish appeared, a town
crier complete with an umbrella as well as his bell, and a pair of counter-
rotating toucans at the base of the clock. At least one other model of this
style existed, in Battersea Park, London. Probably made in the early 50's as
a promotional piece for Guinness, they were all dismantled in the early 60's.
While the clock was in action I believe amplified music box style music
played. My thanks to Guinness for their help and loan of the photograph

shown here.
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The carillon mechanism is currently
dismantled but it was hoped at one
time to restore it to playing condi-
tion with a new specially written
tune.

A newspaper cutting I have seen
from July, 1959, contained an
interesting letter. Speaking about
the church at Tickerhill, Doncaster,
Yorkshire, part of it read, "coupled
with the church clock, the bells play
a tune on the hour every four hours.
The tune changes at midnight and
we get a different tune every day.
The repertoire includes, O Worship
the King, Bluebells of Scotland, Last
Rose of Summer, Minstrel Boy,
Endearing Young Charms, Lo, He
comes with clottds, Home Sweet
Home. Mention is also made of a
carillon in the Town Hall at Hove in
Sussex.

On page 276,Yol7,of The Music
Box there was an article by FreddY
Hill and myself about Black ChaPel,
near Ford End in Essex, and the
restoration of its barrel organ bY
Freddy. I'm sure anyone planning a
visit to this unusual little building
would like to know the revised open-
ing times which are, open daily
9.30 - 5.30, excepting MondaY and
Tuesday.

The Gray and Davidson Barrel
organ of 1839 in Wiston Church, on
the Suffolk/Essex border between
Bures and Nayland, is currently out
of action, due, it seems, to a possible
case of vandalism. A society
member. who is well versed in the
vagaries of barrel organs, hopes he
will be given the word to get it back
into order.

Wiston, or Wissington as it is
marked on the map, is an isolated
church set in a farmyard. Shelland in
Suffolk is not even marked on the
maps I have although it is well
known in our circles for its Bryceson
organ which for a while was thought
to be the only church barrel organ
still in working order and in regular
use. One day I saw a signpost to
Shelland Green, at Harleston, near
Stowmarket. On arrival at the
Green I found it even more isolated
than Wiston, although here there
are at least a few houses nearby. I
did not, regrettably, manage to find
out if the organ is still in playing
condition.

Another church barrel organ, bY
Bevington & Son, had little more
than fields surrounding its former
church at Kilton in North Somerset.

Now restored by the BishoP of
Ipswich, and re-erected this summer
in the church at West Quantoxhead,
it is right next to the A39. The organ
is thought to date from about 1872
and contains three barrels in a
cradle-as in the Bevington at Fob-
bing. See The Music Box, Yol 7,
page 304-with ten hymns and two
psalm chants on each barrel. There
are seven stops, two hundred piPes,
and it is thought to be the only work-
ing church barrel organ in Somerset.
I do not know whether it is used in
services but I would imagine that
after the expense of restoration it
would at least be used for
voluntaries.

Another barrel organ thought to
be the only one working in a county
is at Ossington, a tiny village in
Nottinghamshire. The Robson
organ, which dates from about 1840,
has been broadcast in the past on
radio but now has something which
makes it even more special, a brand
new barrel. It took two years to
complete and when installed in 1978
was dedicated in a special service.
The organ is apparently still used to
accompany the hymn singing.

To finish I make no apology for
returning to carillons and the follow-
ing delightful extract written in the
summerof 1939. FromNanow Boat
by the late L T C Rolt, I quote with
thanks to Eyre Methuen & Co Ltd,

who published it in 1944. Perhaps a
member could update this descrip-
tion of the now hopefully restored
carillon in the church tower at
Banbury.

"Meanwhile, inside the tower two
perspiring individuals from a local
firm of watchmakers were busily
engaged in winding the church
clock. This was no mean task, for no
less than four great weights had to be
raised from the base of the tower.
These operated the movement, the
quarter chime, the strike and the
carillon. This last was installed in
commemoration of Victoria's
Jubilee, and interested me greatly,
because although I had heard the
carillons of Dunley, in the South
Cotswolds. and of the bell tower of
Evesham, I had never before seen
the mechanism. The movement was
similar to that of a child's musical
box, being operated by a revolving
fibre drum studded with brass pins
which tripped the spring-and-cam-
returned bell-cranks that were con-
nected to the bell clappers by cables.
When it was desired to change the
tune, the drum could be moved
laterally along its spindle so that
another set of pegs was brought into
action. Unfortunately the Banbury
carillon was in a sorry state of repair,
many of the pegs being worn or
broken, so that only two of the
original six tunes were still playable.

I was lucky to see it at work, for in
order to sonserve its failing energies
it was only set to play twice during
the day. We watched and waited
until the clock, ponderously ticking,
crept to the hour and tripped the
release. Then the old machine came
to life with a most prodigious whir-
ring and jangling ofcables, and, high
overhead, the bells rang out. There
is a great serenity in the sound of a
carillon, especially if it be heard
distantly on a windless evening of
high summer, or upon the hills.

Then this measured repetition of
simple notes voicing the passing of
time seems also to express that un-
hurried, unshakeable continuity
which is the very essence of country
life. I hope that the Banbury carillon
will not fall silent, but it will be an
even sorrier day if that tradition
which it voices, albeit brokenly,
should perish."

@Roger Booty, 1981
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THERE is no doubt that the CAM-
BRIDGE MEETING' ON

September 5 and 6, was an outstand-
ing success. Ninety-two members
attended.

ALAN and DAPHNE VYYAIT,
the area organisers, can be well
satisfied that everything went so
happily.

The cheerful atmosphere was set
by the managementof theBlue Boar
Hotel, who announced our arrival
with a large notice in the foyer, and
who allowed BARBARA
HOLDEN to wheel her barrel piano
into the hotel lounge where she and
BOB HOLDEN provided our kind
of music. Charming hotel waitresses
continued to serve drinks to mem-
bers and guests as long as orders
kept coming in, and that was until
well after midnight.

The cast of the HAMLYNS
MUSIC HALL troupe joined us,
and they also helped during the
Saturday morning flag-day collec-
tion for muscular dystrophy, in the
market square and City Centre.
Their olde tyme costumes added just
the right flavour to the music.

Saturday, like Friday, was blessed
with glorious sunshine. Those who
provided organ music for the shop-
pers and visitors to Cambridge
included: TED BROVYN, CYRIL
de VERE GREEN, SHEILA and
DAVID HEELEY, BARBARA
and BOB HOLDEN, GRAHAM
WHITEHEAD, MICHAEL
BEIII\ETT-LEVY and ZOE,
cheertul ROBBIE GORDON, JIM
and JOAN COLLEY, LESLIE
BROVYN, JOHN MILLER, ALAN
and DAPHI\E WYAIT, TEI)
BOWMAN, fON GRESHAM,
EAN EMSLIE, JOHN POWELL,
JOHN MANSFIELD (and our
thanks to anyone whose name is
inadvertantly left out), ably
supported by wives, friends and
children, and LI|IDSEY
GRESHAM who danced beauti-
fully, in traditional costume.

PALJL CASAPIERI, Regional
Organiser for the Muscular
Dystrophy Group, wrote to Alan
and Daphne Wyatt informing them
that for the whole day fI,427 had
been collected, and that more than
half was attributed to the music of
the organ-grinders in the morning.

Many kind people assisted with
the collecting boxes, and they
included DIANA TIMMONS (who
helped Margaret and John Miller),
DORIS PELL, LIZ MASON (who
helped Ean Emslie), MARGARET
BALL (who was with Joan Colley,
John Mansfield and John Powell),
and the monkey who attracted con-
tributors to Bob Holden's Barrel
Piano ("No, No, Not you, Barbara!
The little one who sat on top of the
piano!).

The Anglia Television crew was
active in the sunshine, shooting the
lively scenes at the various organ
sites, and they were particularly
interested in TED BOWMAIPg
"Big Bertha" Hooghuy, an organ
designed for a dance hall in Ostend
and built by Louis Hooghuy in 1910.

After mid-day buffet lunch at the
Blue Boar two coaches took the
MBSGB members to BOB FIN-
BOVIt's collection of musical instru-
ments at his extraordinary theatre at
Cotton. near Stowmarket, in
Suffolk.

On arrival members were greeted
by a fairground organ playing and a
showman's engine ("Little Billy") in
steam. Tea was sened, and then
came some old silent films, complete
with accompaniment from the
Wurlitzer Cinema Organ, rising

majestically from the pit in real
1930s style. Before leaving members
heard a large Marenghi Fairground
Organ, a Gavioli Trumpet Organ,
and several barrel pianos. As the
coaches left a Carl Frei organ played
Now is the Hour, When we must say
Goodbye.

JON GRESHAM thanked Bob
Finbow and the two excellent
organists who had entertained us in
the cinema.

Back at the Blue Boar dinner was
served. It was excellent, even
cordon bleu expert FRAI\K
VOGEL must have approved the
chefs skill. The staff cleared the
tables and "before your very eyes"
the dining hall was converted into a
modern theatre, the stage skilfully
disguised "in the old fashioned
way'?, ready for the Hamlyns Music
Hall production. The Olde Tyme
Musick Hall-cum-Cabaret was out-
standing. Jon Gresham, who "trod
the boards" for many years was well
qualified to observe, 'If all troupes
had been as good as this one, Music
Hall would not have died!".

On Sunday, with the weather still
hot and sunny, most members took
the opportunity to view the colleges
under the expert guidance of the
professional guides.

Later, members were able to take
lunch and tea at Sutton. in the most
idyllic surroundings, this being the
weekend ,of the Church Flower
Festival. There was a tour of the
Bates sacred barrel organ, and some
of its 30 hymris were played during
the visit. For this treat the Society is
gratetul to MI'COLLIER.

Alan and Daphne Wyatt wish to
express their thanks to all those who
attended, but those who attended
will certainly want to thank Alan and
Daphne, and the other helpers such
as HILARY KAY and FRANK
VOGEL, for making it all possible.

The television programme trans-
mitted by Anglia TV has been
recorded and will be shown to mem-
bers at a future meeting. KEN
DICKENS and GRAHAM
WHITEHEAD have, I believe, an
organising hand in this project.

Lindsey Gresham.
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Joy McCombie invites you to "Come to the
cabaret, old son, come to the cabaret".

HAMLYNS MUSIC HALL CAST:
Brian Ley (piano), Peter Crussell, Ron Edney,
John Hill, Joy McCombie, John Bowen, Judith
MacPherson, Eileen Crussell, Richard Morris,

Paul Curtis (lights).

Pictures by
Ted Brown.
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THE Index for Volume t has been
prepared by JIM and JOAN
COLLEY. For this arduous task we
are very grateful to this pair of
helpers. JIM COLLEY has long
served the MBSGB. as his member-
ship number 47 indicates.

In Volume 8, page 337, he wrote
an article "Harmoniphone Restora-
tion" and the details of this work
inificate his dedication to careful
research. In this particular project
he was assisted by his fellow member
from Bristol, DAVID WALCH.
David is Number 516 so he, too, is a
long serving member.

The work of producing the Index
is not just a simple alphabetical list
compilation; there is cross-checking,
and lists for "Regular Features",
"Authors" and "List of Advertisers"
to prepare. All this has to be typed, a
prodigious effort in itself, and then
there is the difficult task of checking
the proof copies when they come
from the printers.

Those of us directly concerned
with the production of the Journal
do not take JIM and JOAN's con-
tribution lightly; we know what a
time-consuming job it is and, on
behalf of all our members, sincerely
thank Mr and Mrs Colley for their
much appreciated help.

Jim Colley is a generous man as
well as a dedicated one. He has given
to our Archives an original
catalogue listing certain Nicole
Freres boxes, and also a piece of
valuable and interesting music
manuscript which he found inside a
cylinder he was pinning.

He is a professional repairer and
new members might not realise that
BELLE VLJE BOX REPAIRS, of
Kent Road, Congresbury, near
Bristol, BS19 5BD, is the firm run by
Jim Colley. This company has advei-
tised in the Journal for many years,
but Jim has not attached his name to
the advert. His business telephone is
STD (0934) Yatton 832220, and he
specialises in complete restorations,
cylinder re-pinning, governor
overhaul services, and so on. A
written estimate can be obtained if
required.

A few years ago he came across a
copy of Music Directions, by J G
Murdoch, and he donated this to the
Society Archives.

Jim and Joan are regular suppor-
ters of Society Meetings and, as this

little tribute shows, they have "done
their bit" in helping io keep the
machinery of the Society ticking
over.

They have now given up the duty
of making-up the next Index (i.e.,
Volume 10), but, for what they have
done in this respect we extend our
sincere thanks and wish them everv
success in their homelife and in
their business.

When Jim took on the job of
Indexing, Arthur Ord-Hume sent
him comprehensive instructions, but
the footsteps of the present Editor
seem to be flying after those of the
previous one. Arthur's letter of
instructions begins; "Herewith,
somewhat hastily before I go to
Paris, ..." Ihave justwritten aMusic
Box letter with exactlv the same
words.... Ed.

In his own letter. Jim writes to
Arthur, ..."I have been responsible
for the selection of the entries while
the main work of indexing and then
sorting the entries alphabetically has
been done by Joan. Also the typing.

Thank you both very much, Jim
and Joan Colley.

JOHN MANSFIELD, assisted by
FRANK VOGEL, has drawn up
plans for our Easter programme on
Saturday / Sunday 27 | 28 March
1982, at ARUI\DEL, West Sussex.

For the immediate future we are
without a Meetings Secretary so it
may not be possible to send out
seperate information sheets. There-
fore, please read carefully the
following details. John Mansfield
spoke to me at length yesterday
(10/10/81) prior to his departure to
Utrecht for a holiday with his wife.

First of all, do please send the
Registration Fee of f6, NOW, to
John's address; "Longbury House,
Rock Road, Washington, Nr
Pulborough, Sussex. He needs to
know as soon as possible the
approximate number who wish to
attend. A s.a.e. will cut down the
overheads.

Second; decide on the accommo-
dation you require. A package price
of. f2l per person per night has been
arranged with the NORFOLK
ARLS HOTEL in Arundel. Book
early if you wish to stay at the main
hotel. Write to:

David Horridge Esq.,
Norfolk Arms Hotel.
Arundel.
West Sussex BN18 9AD.

Please specify the type of room
required: Double, Twin, Single; and
state whether you wish to stay Satur-
day night only, or for two nights Fri-
day and Saturday, or even three
nights, Friday to Sunday, or
whatever.

If you book late and find the hotel
full, or, if you prefer to stay
elsewhere in the neighburhood,
contact the:

Arundel Tourist Board.
High Street,
Arundel, West Sussex,

Telephone (STD) 0903 882419.

Third, and this is for members not
staying at The Norfolk Arms Hotel.
Consider whether you wish to have
Saturday evening dinner at the
Hotel. They can cater for up to 100
and have arranged a set meal at
f6.50p a head. The hotel needs to
know the exact number in advance.
(Those who have paidfZl per night
to stay at the hotel will have this
dinner included in the package deal)

Make Registration Fees payable
to MBSGB but send the cheque to
the area organiser, John Mansfield.

The sums are thuswise:-

f6, Registration Fee (MBSGB)
f2l per night, Norfolk Arms
Hotel.

f6.50p (MBSGB, sent to John
Mansfield) for dinner at the
Norfolk Arms on Saturday, for
members not staying at the
hotel.

The MEETING's PROG-
RAMME, as it stands at the present
date, is:-

SATURDAY

9.00. - 10.00. Resistration and
Coffee at Norfolk Arms.
10.30. Talk: John Mansfield.
"The Fun of It".
11.30. - 12.30. Dr Cyril de Vere
Green, illustrated talk, "Minia
tures".
12.30. - 1..45. Lunch. (Make
own arrangements).

After lunch two coaches will be
available to transfer members from
Norfolk Arms to John Mansfield's
house (Longbury House) to look at a
collection of music boxes from local
MBSGB members; followed by tea.

The first coach will leave Arundel
at l.45,leaving Longbury House at
about 3 p.m.
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The second coach will leave
Arundel at 3 p.m., leaving Longbury
House at about 5.30 p.m.

At 7.30 there is the Dinner at
Norfolk Arms Hotel (As stated: free
to those staying at the hotel; f6.50,
pre-booked, by those staying
elsewhere).

At 9.30 there is a magic lantern
show at the Norfolk Arms Hotel.

SUNDAY

At 11.00 a. m. there is a visit to the
famous ARUNDEL CASTLE. It is
to be specially opened for MBSGB
members and there is to be a suided
tour. Although the charge for-this is
considerable the tour is free to
members. The MBSGB organisers
hope that the balance from the
Registration Fees will cover the cost
of the tour round the castle. How-
ever, exact numbers must be known,
so please let John Mansfield know if
you intend to be on this guided tour
of Arundel Castle.

Arundel Castle is the ancestral
seat of the Dukes of Norfolk. The
grounds overlook the River Arun.

Roger de Montgomery, Earl of
Arundel, built the castle at the end
of the 11th century. In 1643 the
castle was badly damaged during the
Civil War and it took manv vears to
repair the wreckage.

The title Duke of Norfolk was
conferred on Sir John Howard in
1483.

Arundel Castle is situated 4 miles
north of Littlehampton on the A27,
and it is well served by Southdown
Motor Services from South Coast
resorts. British Rail operates a
frequent train service from Victoria
Station, London.

Finally.... please remember,
Christmas is already on us; Easter is
on the way, so, Don't delay, Book
today.... Send your f6 Registration
Fee (and, for Goodwill, a stamped
addressed envelope) to,

John Mansfield,
Longbury House,
Rock Road,
Washington,
Nr Pulborough,
Sussex.

ln a telephone conversation wiih
TED BROWN I'm given to under-
Stand that ANTHONY BULLEID
is to speak at the Christmas Meeting.
This is excellent news.

JON GRESHAM is organising
manager of this meeting, to be held
next week (if the Journal reaches
you at the intended time in UK) ie,
SATURDAY, DECEMBER t2th,
1981, 9 a.m. at

THE MAGIC CIRCLE

84 Chenies Mews,

London. (See Map)

For last minute information, and
possible last-minute booking availa-
bility (f4 Registration Fee) you may
reach Jon by telephoning:- 037-78I-
284.

The meeting begins at 9 a.m., so,
don't be late! It's gonna be great!

Merry Christmas!

Automata

CIochs

& Mechanical Organs

Restored & Made

by

Dauid Secrett
Tiny Cottage, Needham
Harleston, Norfolh.
Tel: Harleston (0j79) 552104
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This postcard from our good friend Peter Schuhknecht reads; " . . . to your question about the barrel
organ on page 137 (Vol 1.0, No 3): It is a bad photo, but I think it is a 2Gkey barrel organ-made by
Bacigalupo. The interior looks rather new. Perhaps it is a new-built organ of Baurn-Copist of

BacigalupoorganinHarnburg. . . ."
Peter also sends details of his newest acquisition; DE HAGENAAR, Eig. Boomsma, 7961 AK

Ruinerwold . Tel 05222 - 1425.

The puzzle organ

shown on page 137 can

be seen on page 39

(Vol 10, No 1)-Bob
Minney, of Luton,

is the owner. He

played it at the

Brighton Meeting

in March, 1980.

Can we now have

full details,

please, Bob.

Pvzzle No 2.

Who is this

handsome

young man?
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THE accompanying two photographs are of a
rather puzzling box I recently acquired. There
is absolutely no doubt that the movement was
made by L'Epee in the transitional period
between key and lever winding. The curious
feature is that alongside the Serial No 17338
(which is in typical L'Epee figures) the words
"Nicole a Geneve" are stamped, otherwise it
is an ordinary 8-tune box with a 13in cylinder.

It is fairly well established that L'Epee
made movements for sale under the Nicole
Freres name after the latter closed their
factory in 1882, but the movement illustrated
must have been made around 1860 at the
latest. Could it really have been some old
stock discovered 20 years later or is it an early
attempt to cash in on the Nicole name?
Unfortunately, there is no tune-sheet so we
shall never know what was on that unless
some member has a similar box.

While on the subject of L'Epee boxes I also
enclose photographs of one of their large
drum and bells boxes with a 15in cylinder, No
26085. The interesting feature on this is the
method of mounting the drum and bells
combs. Although they are separate from the
main comb they do not have separate bases
but are screwed and dowelled on to exten-
sions of the main comb base. Incidentally,
both boxes have steel inserts instead of
endstones on the governor, which seems to
have been characteristic of L'Epee practice.

A J L Wright,
London

Fig.1. L'EpeeA.{icole Box. Close-
upof SerialNumber.

Fig.2. L'Epee/NicoleBox.

Fig.3. L'Epee Drum and Bells
Box.

Fig.4. Main comb of L'Epee
Drum and Bells Box.

Fig. 5. Comb attachment.

OAJLWright, 198L
(Stourbridge).

Figure 2.

Figure 1.

Photos:
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Saw that my friend SHANE
SEAGRAVE had a nice article in
this most recent edition of The
Mucic Box. Shane and I met while I
was over at the MBSGB's Annual
Meeting in 1979. Quite a delightful
young man.

Ron Bopp,
Joplin, USA.

Our next barrel street-organ Fes-
tival (Hannover) will be May 71819,
1982. Please give this information to
MBSGB members.

Best wishes to all.
Peter Schuhknecht,

Musikwissenschaftliches Muse um,
Hannover.

I AM looking for someone who
can make some pictures for me of
the piano. I am also working on
some drawings of the mechanism of
the player-piano, parts like the
tempo box, pedal valve box and the
melodist action, the last one being
the most difficult. (But, what
troubles me most is how to write
explanation etc. in English!)

On Friday last week, just back
from holiday, I went to a newly
opened second-hand shop. Some-
one had told me that they had a t2-
air cylinder music box. Such items
are not easily found in Norway. The
box did not work. The endless screw
and the cock were gone, and 9 teeth

were broken. The cylinder seems to
be without too many bent pins. So I
bought it, for about 130. I have made
a copy of the tune sheet. Can you
help me with identification? I think I
shall need some help with the comb
and the governor.

Now I have 3 of these (Langdorff
& Lecoultre, the last one) and none
in proper working order. In Norway
no-one does these kind of repairs.
Can you recommend someone?

Do you know anyone who has an
Empeco Player?

Yours sincerely,
TomWalle.

Oslo 10, Norway.

Please send send the tune sheet
and we will publish it, asking for
information from our members. Re-
garding repairs; study The Music
Box carefully and then write direct
to the repairer of your choice. If any-
one has a Player-piano of the type
you specify they will write to the
Editor who will be pleased to for-
ward the information to you.

Always pleased to hear from you,
and will send appropriate informa-
tion to your Norway address as it is-
received at thc Editorial Office.

(Ed.)

JUDITH Howard, Secretary of the
Mechanical Organ Trust, feels
bound to reply to the H E Verolme
and G A H Mouthaan letter on page
138 of Volume 10.

The subject matter concerns the
famous Dutch street organ "De
Klok". With the deadline for the
Christmas Journal only 48 hours
away Judith does not have the time
to compose either a comprehensive
letter or a short article on her feel-
ings about the "De Klok" proposals,
but on October 2nd 1981 she wrote
to Harvey Roehl in America,
explaining fully her views. She has
sent a copy of this letter to the Editor
of.The Music Box andin atelephone
conversation Judith has suggested
that publication of her letter to Mr
Roehl probably constitutes the most
expedient method of conveying her
feelings, and information, about
"De Klok".

Dear Mr Roehl,
You may recall our correspon-

dence back in summer 1978 a propos
of your interesting article in The

Figure 4.

Figure 5.
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Music Box, on your trip to South
Australia, in which among other
things you described your visit to
De Klok.

In the latest issue, just received, of
The Music Box, I was amazed to
read the letter from Mrs Verholme
and Mr Mouthaan regarding De
Klok. As she mentions "your visit in
1977",I can only assume her letter
was originally addressed to you and
kindly forwarded by you to the
Editor for publication. It is on this
assumption that I write to you:

Why I am particularly surprised, is
that I was aware that some months
ago the Dutch government, through
their ambassador, attempted to
discuss a proposal to return De Klok
to Holland, which Mrs Verolme
apparently totally rejected. So I'm
curious to know what can have
caused such an unexpected U-turn.
(Could it be linked with the cost of
the premises in Light Square, which
I believe cost around $300,000 and
must have been heavily mortgaged?)

One other thing seems somewhat
inconsistent. I have from time to
time been in correspondence with
Mrs Verolme, and I note in her letter
to me of 25th Jan. 1979 she
commented "the ogran has been
transferred from ownership of the
Netherlands Smith to a Trust. It may
, 11111 lrL' uscd for charitable purposes
anrJ rttnnrtt be sold." This was also
reportr:(l ln olhcr sources. So I am
wondering how it is now apparently
possible to sell thc instrument? (I
am myself Secretary, as you see, of a
small charitable Trust, and under-
stand that property and assets of
such Trusts can in normal
circumstances only be disposed of to
another similar trust or charitable
body). I don't know if you were sent
any further information that might
enlighten us on this point?

Furthermore. I note that the ask-
ing price for the organ is now
$100,000 - almost ten times what
Mrs Verolme originally paid for it in
1976 ($11,000, or 35,000 Dutch
guilders). I can't help wondering
whom they got in to value it! I'm
pretty well up on the market situa-
tion here in England and in Holland,
and for an organ of comparable style
and size the "going rate" is up to
f15,000, or approx. 80,000 guilders.

I realise that the Netherlands
Society in S.A. must be short of
funds to consider selling the organ at
all; but I feel they are being a little
optimistic in placing quite such a
high price on the organ. It does look
to me uncomfortably like profiteer-
ing. I can't help re-reading with cer-
taln wry amusement your comment
in your Music Box article, that "it
was not bought with the idea of a
speculator making money on it."
Can you honestly still say that now?

Unfortunately, this may lead to
De Klok simply being sold off to the
highest bidder, without regard to
suitability.

I must admit, I am also doubtful
about the statement that the organ is
"mechanically still in perfect condi-
tion"; did Mrs Verolme mention to
you whose expert opinion is quoted
here?

In connection with this. there is
one point which I think I must raise.
seeing that the organ is now more or
less "advertised" in the columns of
The Music Box.I feel it is the dutv of
a respected organisation like the
MBSGBA,IBSI to encourase honest
trading, based on fair valua-tions and
truthful descriptions; and to discour-
age profiteering in any way. (After
all, genuine enthusiasts, as I think
most of us are in the Society. see
these instruments as our hobby, and
not as a way of making money). I can
only say, in my opinion the Trustees'
letter as it stands does not come up
to these high standards.

As you know, I've been closely
involved with the whole "saga" of
De Klok, and care very much about
its wellbeing. During the last year I
eventuallly managed to buy a music
cutting machine at a price I could
afford, and have been busy ( in my
limited spare time!) arranging and
cutting some music for De Klok and
other street organs; in fact, only the
other week I sent off the first parcel
of books to Adelaide. Now I'm
wondering if the organ well still be
there by the time they arrive, surface
mail being so slow!

In closing, may I stress that I've
enjoyed our amicable correspon-
dence on organ matters in the past,
and news of your collection at Vestal
Press (up-to-date instalments always
welcomed). I've just bought the
Reblitz/Bowers tome on scales etc..

- another real mine of information
(all I need now is time to absorb it
all!). Congratulations on another
fine production from Vestal.

Hoping you can help me with the
points raised,

All good wishes,
Yours very sincerely,

Judith Howard.

.STOP PRESS'

AS PROMISED, I enclose the
photos of "De Klok" showing dam-
age to the case. These were taken by
a friend of mine in Adelaide a couple
of years ago, so the damage may
probably be even worse by now. As
well as damage to both side cases
and the side-wings, where the wood
has split along the grain, the whole
centre section of the "cap" has split
right across. As you can see, in some
instances the cracks in the boards
have pulled the mouldings apart,
although these are carved from solid
uood. I'm afraid there is rather
more than just repainting necessary
here !

No doubt similar damage is occur-
ing inside the instrument as well. By
the time the pipework too becomes
similarly affected, the organ will -
alas - be virtually beyond repair
(once one starts having to replace
the pipework wholesale, the organ
gradually becomes a mere replica).

The other prints show the state of
the soundboards before De Klok
was exported from Holland (nowa-
days, of course these would be made
from laminated timber, not from
solid timber as here). One of our
reasons for opposing the export was
the fact that De Klok was already
overdue for a restoration; unfortu-
nately, as Mrs Verolme decided only
at the very last moment to have the
organ looked at, all that could be

Cracks in the case.
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dbne was to patch up De Klok as

well as time permitted; many of the
basic defects remained, to give
future trouble. The work included
releathering of the pallets and bel-
lows, new plastic tubing, enlarging
of the bellows (to compensate, no
doubt, for the large amount of wind-
leakage in the wind chests etc. !); the
wind pressure was raised, presuma-
bly to improve the speech of the
Trombones - but this unfortunately
also caused tuning problemswith the
rest of the pipework (I see the
Bourdon stoppers now sit much
higher in the pipes, in an attempt to
flatten the pitch again); in fact, the
Trombones needed new tongues, or
at least re-burnishing, and several
also needed new shallots, the
originals having been lost at some
stage (probably during the War
when the organs went into hiding).
Large splits in the soundboards have
simply been plugged; ideally these
should have been taken apart and
new slips inserted. If hot, dry
weather causes the splits to open
further, as is possible, serious
trouble will result.

I will point out that the older
street organs were built for the rela-
tively damp European climate and
were never intended to withstand
extremes of temperature or
humidity. Much trouble is experi-
enced with older church organs
owing to the effects of modern,
super-efficient church heating
systems. The only real answer is to
build new organs using modern
materials where suitable, e.g.
laminated timbers. modern chemi-
cal glues, etc. (this is now almost
standard practice in new church
organs). Pneumatic actions, such as

are used in street organs, are
particularly sensitive to the effects of
climate, especially low humidity. I
feel it's a testimonial to Mortier's
excellent workmanship in the first
place, that De Klok can still play at
all!

Before parting with any money, I
think any prospective purchasers
would be well advised to have the
instrument independently inspected
by an organ builder, and if possible,
independently valued (by compari-
son with similar recent sales).

All good wishes,
Yours sincerely,

Judith.

LIST OF MBMBERS
1781 Eugenie Wilson, Aberdeen, Scotland
1782 S E Brown, New Milton, Hampshire, England
1783 B J Varlow, Grimsby, England
1784 Stewart B Kean, Elizabeth, New Jersey, USA

CHANGE OF ADDRESS
L6/-I RSTaylor, Ireds, England
1239 C J Tucker, San Diego, California, USA
1661 L Finkel, Brooklyn, New York, USA
135 N L Hurford, Lismore, NSW, Australia
0883 F C Miles (Mountain Music Museum), Eureka Springs, USA
1412 S Bartowski, Verona, NJ, USA
1608 TBowers, LosAngeles, USA
1555 D J Wardle, Ontario, Canada
0846 G T Armitage, Sydney, Australia
1041 R ATritr, West Newton, Mass, USA
1595 W H Caswell, London, England
0748 T D Bond, Oklahoma City, USA
1,148 P Prisi, Safenwil, Switzerland
0897 Peter Schuhknecht, Frienstrasse 54, D 3000, Hanover 1,

Germany
@69 R W Cornelius, Devonport, Auckland, New Zealand
1698 E RTDickens, Tring, England
1508 A J Bendall, Bristol, Great Britain
0663 D C McClain, Sacramento, California, USA
1655 P Gottschalk, Illinois, USA
1657 D Watters, Salem, Utah, USA
1416 P Graubard, RAF l:kenheath, England
lfl)8 JFSporer, Bloomsbury, NJ, USA
1279 J TTokarski, Easton, CT, USA
(D(X B Dalkin, Newcastle, England
1563 J T Gleeson, Stone Mountain, Georgia, USA
1688 R ZVance, Pittsburgh, PA, USA
1653 R D Dauphinee, Massachusetts, USA
L74L RW Schleif, London, England

In response to the request of a number of members full addresses
are on longer going to be listed in the Joumal. The Committee request
that when a member wishes to contact another member for the first
time he does so through the ENROLMENT SECRETARY -temporary address: zl0 Station Approach, Hayes, Bromley, Kent
BR2 7EF.

WANTED-
URGENTLY...

Someone able and willing
to translate German into

English.

Please contact the Editor
immediately.

0t-291-2tr76.
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Fine Victorian Musical Bracket Clock
in walnut, with a 12 ail, 2 per turn
Nicole Frdres piano forte musical box
in the base.

Visit or Contact Eastbourne's most interesting
Antique and Collectors Shop.

Antique Musical Boxes, Clocks, Barometers, Furniture, Dolls,
Silver, Gold, Collectors' Items

THE MUSICAL BOX CENTRE
All our machines are. restored for your pleasure and

rnvestment.

FULL RESTORATION SERVICE
quotations given for the repair and restoration of

ANTIQUE CLOCKS and MUSICAL BOXES
(including gear cutting, making missing parts and re-conversions
to original state) i.e. anchor to verge, work carried out by expert
B.A.D.A. Distinction Diploma Qualified craftsmen (West Dean
College).

42 SOUTH STREET,
EASTBOUR]\E

Telephone (0323) 20058

(0t23t 37346 Evenings/Weekends.

ROBERT KANE TRENDER

Specialist Restorer of Disc Musical Boxes
Seven point Five. Drayson Mews. Kensington.London.W8

01.937.3247
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THE BRIXTON BARREL ORGAN
by Robert

Clarson-Leach
THE Cockney
barrel organ
music interested
the beautiful
West Indian
schoolgirl. She
stood for several
minutes, outside
Brixton Town
Hall, listening to
the tunes of old
London.

Jamaica - born
Perpetua King-
dom had come to
Brixton, in 1963,
to join her mother
and two elder
brothers. After
much searching,
her family found
accommo-
dation with 

^group of fellow
West Indians;
about 20 adults
and children crowded into one
house.

The building Perpetua's family
moved into was an ancient three-
storied terrace house with ten
rooms. It was bought at a bargain
price from a young white couple. A
verbal agreement stipulated that an
old man who lived in the attic should
remain there. This was accepted, in
the tacit knowledge that it wouldn't
be too difficult for the new owners of
the house to make the old fellow
want to move. There were not manv
white people left in that particulai
road. and most of the houses were
overcrowded.

Sixteen-year-old Perpetua had
been asked by her Comprehensive
School to stay on and take "A" Level
English, but she was anxious to leave
school. "Education is essential for a
girl", her mother told her. "No girl
will get a decent job without qualifi-
cations. You take your "A"
Levels!".

The children of school age living
in the house were mothered bv one
woman, Mama Bongo. She was

assisted by any of the men orwomen
who happened to be out ofwork, but
she made them so busy that they
were glad to get back into a job.
There were no slackers in this com-
munity. Perpetua's two brothers,
with three other young men, had
been given one of two rooms
immediately below the attic, and
Perpetua had been put into the other
top room, sharing it with three
resentful young West-Indian girls,
who went out to work and who
constantly complained of over-
crowding in their room. The instruc-
tion given to the young people
occupying the two top rooms was to
make as much noise as possible, to
drive the old white man from the
attic. There was a waiting list of folk
who wanted to share the large attic,
so it was bad business to only have
one rent coming in.

A fire escape passed outside the
girls' room and Perpetua's room-
mates often came in late, and not
always alone, using this route.
Perpetua slept on the floor and she
never got a decent night's sleep.

' happened, theold
man siid nothing.
On one occasion,

however, he was in great distress.
The weather had been dry at five
o'clock but heavy rain had come and
two hours later, when the front door
was opened, the old man was soaked
to the skin and shivering. Despite his
pitiful condition the white man said
nothing, and the coloured people
did not hinder him as he made his
way upstairs.

Nothing was seen of him for a
week but no one took any notice. It
was a waiting game. He would leave,
or have to go to hospital, before
long.

It was always impossible for
Perpetua to do her homework in the
house. One particular night the girls
in her room were squabbling and
there was a blaring background of
pulsating steel band music from the
boys' room. The amplified Reggea
music could be heard all over the
neighbourhood. It all but silenced
the sad sound of the barrel
organ.

Perpetua shut her school
books and one of the girls totd
her to go to the Brixton

There was
nowhere for her
to do her
homework.

It had been
noticed that the
old man in the
attic crept
downstairs in the
early hours of the
morning and went
for a walk before
dawn. A chain
was therefore
fixed to the front
door especially to
lock the old man
out, until the first
worker left
shortly after
seven o'clock.

The first two or
three times this
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Library to study and not to sit on the
floor looking so miserable.

The noise! It made Perpetua's
head ache. But she hated the walk to
the library, past groups of boys
lounging in shop doorways and
pestering her.

"Man! Black IS beautiful! Goin'
my way?"

She turned her large bright eyes
Heavenwards.

The attic.
What had happened to the old

white man?
His life had been made Hell, but

he still remained in his lonely
domain.

How could he stand all this noise?
Perhaps he was ill.
Perpetua hadn't seen him since his

early morning soaking.
He was a fool.
Why didn't he go and live with

white folk?
Perpetua went downstairs to see

Mama Bongo.
Her answers were always the

same.

"Study in the public library",
"Sleep in any room where you can
find a bed". "There's no room with
me. I've already got four women and
two of them are pregnant", "Sleep
on the floor of the dining room if you
want to be alone", "Go away and
don't bother me".

Midnight came. Her room-mates
had gone out. The room had been
empty for several hours but
Perpetua had not been able to settle
to her work.

A compelling curiosity made her
stare at the bedroom ceiling, her
imagination desperately needing to
see through into the attic above.

Was the white man dead?
She had never seen a dead person.

The house was quiet. The people
who had stayed in had gone to bed,
and those who had gone out had not
returned.

Perpetua climbed the stairs to the
wooden doorway of the attic room.
After a long pause she tapped
gently, so gently that she knew the
old man would not hear.

A very dim light filtered under the
door. She remembered then that the
men had cut off the old man's gas
and electricity. They would have cut
off the water but the pipe was buried
in the wall.

Perpetua knocked again, a little
louder. She did not expect a reply

and none came.

She tried the door handle. It
turned easily and silently. She
pushed it a fraction of an inch and it
moved to her touch. She bit her
bottom lip, took a deep breath, and
opened the door.

The old man was sitting on the
edge of his bed. By the light of a
single candle Perpetua could see that
he was fully dressed. He looked up,
expressionless, his eyes shaded in
half closed lids.

"Are you, are you all right?"
Perpetua stammered.

He seemed too surprised to either
move or speak. He just sat there,
looking vacantly at the tall West
Indian girl.

"You were wet through, and we
haven't seen you for a week."

The old man moved at last. He
walked slowly to a large table
beneath the window built into the
roof. Perpetua saw him pick up
something and as he turned she
realised that he was adjusting a hear-
ing aid.

So, all the noise beneath him had
been in vain. Perpetua smiled.
There was relief in her face.

The man saw that the eirl's smile
was sympathetic.

"Come in," he said.

He was several inches shorter than
Perpetua's five feet ten inches but his
figure was still sturdy and his head
well covered with a sheath of pure
white hair. A moustache and beard
were well clipped. His shoes were
clean, his tie neatly done up at the
collar. and even his suit was reason-
ably well pressed. Only the dis-
cipline of a fixed routine could have
produced such a pleasing effect.

"I hope you don't mind me com-
ing here," said Perpetua, and she sat
down when he motioned her to the
solitary arm-chair. At a loss for
words Perpetua's eyes roamed
around the dimly lit room. On a
chest of drawers by his bed,
immediately behind the flickering
candle, she saw a photograph. Then
she looked at the old man, sitting on
the bed as he had been when she
entered. His face was composed and
this gave her the confidence to pick
up the photograph. It was of a
married couple.

"Your son, or daughter?"
"No. I never married. School-

masters didn't get much money in
my day. Even as a Headmaster I was

poor. I retired 19 years ago. I'm 84."
"That's a wonderful age."
"['ve spent 53 years in this house. "
"Fifty-three years, man!" said

Perpetua.
"It's a long time."
"Yes. A long time. I say, this

couple in the photograph looks like
the couple who sold us the house."

The old man's face clouded. He
looked unutterably sad.

"I'm sorry. . . L . ." Perpetuaput
the framed picture back on the chest
of drawers.

"Sylvia is my niece. When she
married she had nowhere to live.
And no money. I sold the house to
her husband for a few hundred
pounds . . . ooh . . . five years ago.
That's all the money he had then."

"But," Perpetua cried, "the West
Indians gave them a lot of money . . .

and . why didn't you go with
them?"

"They have . . . they have their
own lives to lead."

"Oh, but that wasn't fair!" said
Perpetua, her youth outraged at the
concept of so much dastardly treat-
ment being meted out to the old
man. Her eyes, now accustomed to
the light from the solitary candle,
could see rows of books on shelves
across the far wall. How could his
niece take his house, sell it, and then
leave her uncle to the mercy of alien
folk?

His thoughts mirrored those of
Perpetua, and he smiled as she
spoke her mind.

"It's . well . . . it's an outrage
that they could just . . . take every-
thing, and walk out on you!"

The old man smiled again at
Perpetua's indignation; her newly
found concern for his plight.

". . 'tis worse than murder to do
upon respect such violent outrage.
You must excuse me quoting from
Shakespeare, but that is all that is
left for a scholar sometimes."

"Yes, but, we're no better than
your niece and her husband. We
locked you out in the rain!" she said,
sticking to her own line of thought.

"I will weep no more. In such a
night to shut me out? Pour on. I will
endure!"

He smiled sadly and Perpetua
knew he was quoting something.

"How have you managed?" she
asked.

"I use the fire escape. There is an
outside toilet."
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"Do you know Shakespeare very
well?" she asked.

He smiled at her innocence.
"My quotations were from King

Lear . . . an old Kingwho gave away
his land to his daughters and who
was then cast out by them."

"I'm supposed to be studying Lear
for my 'A' Level. He was the man
who was more sinned against than
sinning, wasn't he?"

My child, take this candle and
fetch me my copy of Lear. Perhaps I
can help you."

It was four in the morning, but it
was as though only a few minutes
had passed. The tragic story of Lear
was firmly embedded in Perpetua's
mind now. She had wept at the
reconciliation of the dying Lear and
his favourite daughter, Cordelia.

"Sir, do you know me?"
"I think this lady to be my child

Cordelia."
"And so I am, I am!"
Clasping the much-thumbed copy

of King Lear, Perpetua lay on her
back on the old man's bed, and as
her head sank into the pillow she was
fast asleep. He looked down on the
girl, undecided what to do.

" 'Thou art a soul in bliss' ", he
whispered, and gently laid a cover
over the sleeping form.

Perpetua awakened with a start.
She was in a strange room. Then it
all came back to her mind. She saw
the old man boiling a kettle on a
primus stove and he turned towards
her when she got off the bed and
stretched her anns in morning
sleepiness.

It's time you went to school," he
said.

"Yes. Haven't you slept?"
"I haven't slept at night for ten, or

twelve years. I've been using the fire
escape this week for my morning
walks. I didn't think of it at first. I
didn't want to disturb anyone."

If Perpetua had been more
sophisticated or worldly wise she
would probably have been secretive
about the night's adventure, and the
foundation of her new-found
friendship would have crumbled
beneath her. She swept into the
relationship with wide-eyed
rnnocence.

The second night she studied
Chaucer and then she returned to
her own room, only to be violently
awakened by one of her room-
mates. locked in the arms of a white
man, falling on top of her. Perpetua
pushed the entwined couple away,
and cursed. There would be no more
sleep for her that night.

Her resolution to see justice for
the retired headmaster became
fixed. She stormed into Mama
Bongo's room, woke her up, and
blurted out the whole story of her
lessons in the attic, and the men
must turn on the gas and the elec-
tricity because it wasn't fair to turn
them off!

It took several weeks for Mama
Bongo and the Leader to be con-
vinced, but during the first week in
October the facilities were turned on
again.

"And tell him he can use the front
door for his morning walk. We'll not
lock him out anymore!" said Mama
Bongo grudgingly. "That fire escape
ain't safe for a man of his age."

"You cannot understand Shakes-
peare by only studying one play!"
the old man told her. "We will studv
them all."

"Yes, sir."
Perpetua had dropped into the

habit of calling him "Sir".
She was Isabella in Measure for

Measure, weighing up her chastity
against her brother's life; she was
Lady Macbeth urging her husband
to murder; she was Juliet dying for
her Romeo; she caught the secret
charm of Viola inTwelfth Night:

"Oh, it came o'er the ear like the
sweet south

That breathes upon a bank of
violets."

She brought flowers to the old
man's attic, and new curtains, and
soap and towels, anddespite his pro-
testations she cooked him an even-
ing meal. At night, when the studies
were over, she slept on his bed, and
when she woke, he left the room so
that she could wash and dress in
privacy.

"Don't go out this morning," said
Mama Bongo to the old man, "it's
raining. Stay and have some break-
fast with me here. How is Perpetua
doing with her studies?"

The school staffroom was noisy
and smoke-laden when the English
teacher came in, excited at some-
thing.

"What's up?"
"Perpetua Kingdom she's a

marvel!"
"Oh, our great dramatic actress.

Must say she was good in Antony
and Cleopana last night."

"I was doing Chaucer. She knows
more about the man than I do!"

"She's a cert for'A'Level."
"Wonder what made her stay on?

I felt sure she'd leave!"
"I hope she goes on to university,

she has a natural flair for literature,
and an understanding beyond her
years, best pupil I've ever had!"

In his now clean and tidy attic the
ex-headmaster smiled at Perpetua as
she surveyed her handiwork. She
put the scissors and comb into the
top drawer by his bed. The beard,
moustache, and hair at the nape of
his neck were neatly trimmed.

She had been with him long
enough to have dropped into a
routine. No longer did he sleep all
day and sit up all night. Mama
Bongo had become a good friend.
He went to the launderette for her,
he did shopping, and they had a mid-
day meal together. In the afternoon
he rested, and after school Perpetua
joined him.

"They've asked me to play Viola
in the Evening Institute
production!"

"I will help you to't. But tell me
true, are you not mad indeed? or do
you but counterfeit?"

"Believe me, I am not: I tell thee
true"

And they shared their literary
banter with infectious laughter.

Mrs. Kingdom was far from
satisfied with the situation. She was
not going to have her only daughter
live with an old man. At least, not
without some consideration. This
old gentleman could not expect the
exclusive services of a strong healthy
teenage girl without paylng some,
well, some recognition to the mother
of the girl. Anyway, the daughter
couldn't serve her mother and the
man at the same time. Some com-
pensation for loss of service to the
mother ought to be considered.
Perpetua was a very beautiful girl.
Oh yes, no mother would be a
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mother if she allowed such a
daughter to be used, to be at the
service of, an old man in an attic. It
wasn't right. It wasn't decent
Perhaps, with the blessing and per-
mission of a mother it might be
possible for some, for some arange-
ment to be made.

Having worked herself up into a
state of righteous indignation, Mrs
Kingdom swiftly climbed the stairs,
opened the attic door and stepped
resolutely into the room.

The old gentleman looked up with
mild surprise, but Perpetua gleefully
jumped to her feet and with the
enthusiasm of a dedicated actress
thrust a school copy of Tweffth Night
into her mother's hands.

"Oh Mum, you're just in time.
We're studying the dialogue
between Olivia and Viola . . . look
. . . when I say, '1 would not under-
stand it', you come in here, Olivia's
part, are you ready?"

Perpetua began her lines.
"In your denial I would find no

sense;
I would not understand it!"
Perpetua stopped and Mrs King-

dom dutifully read her line, in a
slow, flat voice.

"Why, what would you?"
And Perpetua replied with Viola's

speech,
"Make me a willow cabin at your

g,ate,

And call upon my soul within the
house,

Write loyal cantons of contemned
love

And sing them loud. . . ."
Perpetua was interrupted by her

white haired mentor.
"No, No! Perpetua. Your heart is

secretly weeping, you love Duke
Orsino, but you are disguised as a
page boy so he thinks you are a man.
You know he can never return your
love, and worse, you are Olivia's
messenger,and you know she will
never return the Duke's love. You
love him dearly but there is no one
you can tell, certainly not your
mistress the rich Countess Olivia,let
your eyes shine dryly but your heart
weep with the tears it has to hide,
make this come through the words,
make us feel the impossibility of
your love. Again, Perpetua."

"Make me a willow cabin at your
gate. . . ."
Perpetua began quietly. She could
feel herself sitting in this lonely cabin
dying slowly of an all-consuining
love for the noble Duke. . . .

"And call upon my soul within the

house. . . ."
Mrs Kingdom did not understand

the play but the magic of her
daughter's acting constricted her
throat, and the mother stood, hand
below her chin, silent, open
mouthed, at the drama being
enacted in her presence. She was an
outsider in a world beyond her com-
prehension.

" . . . between the elements of air
and earth,

But you should pity me!"
Perpetua stopped and waited.
The magic disappeared.
"Oh, Mum! Look! It's your line,

Olivia, read it!"
But it was more than Mrs King-

dom could do. Her hand was still at
her throat. She could see the line she
had to read but, following the power
of her daughter's declamation she
was unable to utter a single sound.

"You might do much. Whatis your
parentage?"

The old man read the line for Mrs
Kingdom, but Perpetua was
disturbed by having the mood of the
scene ruined. She took the book
from her mother who, desperately
anxious to escape, said, "I must go.
Goodbye, thank you, Sir!", and
neither Perpetua nor her teacher
said a word as she left.

The instant the door closed she
was forgotten.

"Now, back to your speech .

'Why, whatwouldyou?".
"Make me a willow cabin at your

gate,
And call upon my soul. . . ."
It was not until they were satisfied

that the rehearsal ended.
Perpetua began to tidy up her

books and papers.
"May I keep these George

Cavendish books, please?"
She was referring to her two

favourite literature text books which
he had lent her some weeks
previously.

"Of course, my child. Keep them,
and with my blessing," said the old
man.

By Christmas Perpetua's teacher-
in-the-attic had become accepted by
the whole household and they had
given him the courtesy title of The
Professor. Perpetua had the idea of
holding a Christmas party in the attic
and she went to each room, making a
collection to pay for food and drink.
One of the men had put two power
points in the attic and with a gaily lit
tree and two borrowed reading
lamps and bright decorations the
room looked most festive and

Christmassy
Jamaican song and drama ruled

the evening, eager volunteers play-
ing the parts given out by the now-
accepted drama queen, Perpetua:

The lover. . .

"You goes for me?
I goes for you
Like how pickpocket goes for

money!"
The city guy . . .

"Hi man, I glad to see you man!
I had to hire a taxi come look

youup, man!"
and the professor joined in singing
such classics &s, Lemon Tree,
Banana Boat Song, and the " Dey oh,
Dey oh, Dey de night and I wanna go
home" rang long into the early hours
of the morning. In the street outside
a barrel organ played carols.
Perpetua opened the window and
her friends sang with the music.

Dawn was breaking when the last
of the guests departed.

The professor was resting in an
armchair, his hands clasped behind
his neck. a tired but contented smile
on his face. Perpetua and Mama
Bongo were tidying up, quietly
crooning a Jamaican lullaby:

"Blackbird a eat puppa corn, oh,
Blackbird a eat puppa corn, oh."
When their song finished the

professor looked up, and in a gentle
vorce sang:

"On Christmas night the
sing. . . ."

"O-ho!" laughed Mama

angels

Bongo,
"you've reminded me of that
Cockney barrel organ. Such cheerful
music, man!"

Each night Perpetua slept in the
professor's bed, and he slept on the
made-up mattress on the floor.
Nothing had ever been said about
the matter. It was the way they
wanted it. Each morning the profes-
sor went down to Mama Bongo
while Perpetua washed and dressed.
Before this, however, Perpetua
always prepared a pot of tea and
then she woke the old man and they
drank together, silently, huddled in
their dressing gowns. The success of
the Christmas party had established
their right to this relationship. They
hardly ever spoke during the first
waking minutes. It was part of the
understanding they shared. The love
they shared, the purest of loves, one
which could not be measured by
words. A slow, early-morning smile
was all they needed to exchange.

That was why, one cold morning
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in March, Perpetua knew exactly
what she had to do.

She quietly got dressed and left
the attic via the fire escape.

The neighbourhood had never
seen such a funeral, and there were
so many flowers that some bouquets
had to be carried in the cars bringing
up the rear. Only the inmates of the
house were allowed in the tinv
chapel of the crematorium, and
never had the singing of the hymns
been louder or more reverent. The
music was taken up by the West
Indian community congregated out-
side the chapel. Mrs Kingdom and
Mama Bongo comforted the dry-
eyed Perpetua. She sang no hymns,
she said no prayers. Her eyes looked
straight ahead. Let your eyes shine
dryly, but your heart weep with the
tears it has to hide. She had a purpose
in life, a task to perform, a message
to give, a message of love, love
through literature and drama,
handed on to her by the professor, it
was now her gift, her responsibility,
hers to pass on to others.

Later, solicitors called at the
house. A letter to Mrs Kingdom told
her, in simple language, that

Perpetua's fees at university and
then at the Royal Academy of
Dramatic Art were to be paid forout
of the professor's estate.

They also handed a letter to
Perpetua.

She climbed the familiar stairs to
the attic. She closed the door. and
she sat in the only easy chair in the
room. Slowly she opened the
envelope, and as she took out the
single sheet ofpaper so did the flood-
gates behind her eyes burst, and as

she read, tears fell copiously on to
the treasured page. Every word was
brushed with full depth of love;
every sentence was a declaration of
gratitude, of faith, of adoration, of
the sublimest regard of one human
being for another, of divine
unspeakable love. Her tears washed
the words off the page but her will
planted them permanently as
polished vignettes in her memory. It
was the most beautiful curtain
speech ever written. And it was
signed at the bottom, in bold secure
handwriting, George Cavendish.

"Oh, sir, sir! Why did you never
tell me your name until now? Those
books. Those lovely, lovely books!"

She knew the letter off by heart
after one reading. But no one would

ever hear it, because it belonged to
Perpetua, now destined to become a
leading dramatic actress, enigmatic
in her beauty, powerful in the secret
of the drama of her real love. She
would not fail.

As if from a long way below her
the sound of Mama Bongo's voice
drifted upwards and filtered through
the isolation bounding Perpetua's
mind. The song was one they had
sung together at Christmas, here, in
the professor's attic.

"Somebody waiting for Salizon,
Somebody waiting for Salizon,
Somebody waiting for Salizon,
Take up your letter an'go."
The time had arrived for Perpetua

to leave the attic. There was work to
be done. She paused for a moment at
the doorway, turning to gaze at the
empty armchair. She gave her "slow
early morning smile", aird quietly
closed the door behind her.

As she walked past Brixton Town
Hall she waved to the organ grinder.
West Indian children were dancing
to the music.

All rights reserved

@Robert Leach, 1981

THE MBSGB SEND SEASONAL GREETINGS TO ALL AT THANET PRINTING WORKS

ON BEHALF OF THANET, SECRETARY DIANE WALKER WISHES ALL
MEMBERS OF MBSGB A HAPPY CHRISTMAS AND A PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR
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SPECIALIST DISC BOX REPAIRS

.@mdQdEtru[

J. D, WEIR F.B.H.I.
Old School House, Swaby, Alford, Lincolnshire

Telephone Swaby (05216, 344.

All aspects of work on cylinder boxes undertaken.

Services offered include -* Cylinder re-pinning-no limitation to size.
* Eccentric or worn cylinder pins re-ground

true to cylinder pivots.
* All manner of comb work.
* Cutting back. Re-tuning.
* Re-leading and Tuning.
* Re-facing star wheels.
* Setting up and adiusting gantries.
* Motor repairs.

In fact anything necessary to completely overhaul youl
musical box.

Work can be collected and delivered anywhere.
Distance genuinely no obiect.

Lesley Evans
PLAYER PIANO SPECIALIST

High Quality Grand and Upright Player Pianos
Restored throughout to the Highest Possible
St:,ndards usually available from stock.

A Large Stock of Original Rolls
(88 and 65 note)

Plus the entire range of
NEW JAZZMASTER AND RAGMASTER

ROLLS
Always available at Competitive Prices

VISIT US AT LISS
(phone Liss 3382 for appointrnent)

or send S.A.E. for details to:-

P.0. Box 12 . AIBESF0RD . HANTS.

Classffied
Advertisements

Membes: 5p per word (bold typc 7p per word).
Minimm 6a @h advenisement fl.

Non-membes: 1@ per word (boH tyF 14p per word).
Minimm 6t eact advertisment 12.

CASH WTn{ ORDER PLEASE TO: Advcrtising
Manager.

Arthur Hep, 7 Victoria Crcsnt, Qu@ns Puk, Ch6ter,
CH4 7AX, Englud.

To sve mcwry tiEe md expeN, the A&erlisment
Manager dm Dot rckmwledg€ ordes for cluifed
advcrtisemcnts uless therc is a qrery, but aJrug6 for thc

adveftiscment to appeq in the next available edition.

FOR SALE
Geoff Worrall can supply you with most
materials for PNEUMATIC MECH-
ANICAL INSTRUMENT Repairs. Best
quality imported rubber and synthetic cloths
as well as cheaper British cloths available.
Also stocked, rubber tubing, adhesives. Cork
and neoprene bonded cork gasket sheeting.
Znphy, skin for bird boxes. Send 20p for
samples and list to: M.I.M. Supplies, 16
Barber Road, SHEFFIELD, S10 lED.

YOU HAVE A FRIEND IN AMERJCA! At
Mechanical Music Center we are constantly
shipping music boxes, organs, orchestrions,
reproducing pianos, and other automatic
instruments to MBSGB members in Great
Britain and elsewhere. Our low prices have
rnade our values so attractive that a large per-
centage of our business is now with European

clients, just the revenal ofthe situation a few
years ago when we imported heavily from
Europe and England. Our semi-annual
catalogs are profusely illustrated and free, but
to receive your copies by air mail, remit $10.
US funds for two consecutive issues, or send
f5 cash at our risk. Ifyour travels bring you to
the New York area, stop by for a visit. A
warm welcome awaits you. Hundreds of
automatic musical instruments are on display
awaiting your selection. Mechanical Music
Center, Inc, 25 Old Kings Highway North,
Box 88, Darien, Connecticut 06820. Phone:
203-655-9510.

ORGANS, Reproducing pianolas, music
boxes, phonographs, automata and other
mechanical antiques wanted and for sale.
Monkton House, Old Craighall, Mussel-
burgh. 15 minutes from Edinburgh City
Centre. Callers by appointment. 031 - 665 -
5753.

HUNDREDS of original rolls, 65-note, 88-
note. DueArt, Ampico, Delux Recordo,
Aeolian organ. Phonion, Angulus, Aeolian-
Skinner Organ to Duo-Art and othen. AIso
machines. Monkton House, Old Craighall,
Musselburgh. Callen by appointment. 031 -
65 - 5753.

CHAMBER BARREL ORGAN bY W
AYTON. LONDON. Four ranks, drum and
triangle, three barrels. Good unrestored con-
dition. 11400. Tel: U223 8ffi 332.

SIX Cardboard discs, supposedly for
HEREFIION, good condition, diameter 13".
Offers invited. Tel: O4O923 437.

WANTED
WEBER Unika rolls; 49-key Limonaire
organ books. Ron Bopp, 3115 McClelland
Blvd, Joplin, Missouri 64801, USA.

EXCHANGE
NICOLE GRAND FORMAT. Eigbt
operatic airs, 2 per turn, excellent condition.
Fruitwood case. FOR Nicole straight 4-over-
ture box, 13" cylinder. Atkinson, 7 Empson
Road. KENDAL. Cumbria. LA9 5PR.

1982 Subs Now Due

Send subs to: Q Station
Approach, Hayes, Bromley,
Kent BR2 7EF. Make cheques

payable to "MBSGB".

UK f6.
USA Surface $17.

AirMail$34.
Europe I f6, plus fl if
Near East J paid in foreign

curTency.
Canada Surface$20.

AirMail$41.

In short - same as last
year. No inflation !
HAPPY NEW YEAR
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SothebybBelgrania
Monday 8th March 1982

A Sale of MechanicalMusical s

A rare Paillard, \Aucher Fils' rerolvercylindermusicalbox
with four 35 cm. cylinders playing

six airs, Swiss, dated by a brass present-
ation plaque inset on the lid, 1873.

A detail of this mechanism is shown below.

Closing date for this sale lst January 1982.

Enquiries about this sale should be addressed to Jon Baddeley.

Sotheby's Belgravia,
19 Motcomb Sueet, London SIWIX 8LB.

Telephone: (01) 235 43Il.Telex: 2M54 SPBLON G. Telegrams: C'avel, London.



Tb,eftl) ThErUtng
CLOCKS AND MUSICAL BOXES

93 Hornsey Road, London N7 6DJ Phones: 01-607 6181-01 607 2672

Britain's leading
restorers of
fine clocks and
musical boxes
We have an exceptionally good
selection of antique cylinder
music boxes for sale, the ideal
present, the perfect investment.

We also have a large selection
of books on clocks, musical
boxes and antique machines.

Musical clock movement by John Ellicott.
restored by Keith Harding's unique team of
craftsmen.

Orchestral
musical box

movement bY
Paillard with

musical combs, a
fifteen key organ,

an eight stick
drum and six

engine turned bells
with enamelled
insect strikers.

IF YOUR TREASURES ARE WORTH RESTORING
BRING THEM TO US


